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Abstract

This thesis describes the development of a complete model to study the tip-over stability

of mobile manipulators. The model takes into account the detailed dynamics of the

manipulator's base, which can rock back and forth during the movement of the

manipulator. It also takes into account the flexibility and the friction of the contact

between the base and the ground. The model is used to investigate the effects of different

factors, such as the variation of stiffness and damping of the flexible contacts between the

base and the ground, compliance at the manipulator joints, and friction between the base

and the ground, on the stability of a Caterpillar excavator-based log-loader'

First, the method of virtual links (VL) is employed to model non-fixed base robots or

manipulators with multi-degree of freedom joints. It is shown that using the VL method,

all the previous dynamic models and simplifications made to develop the equations of

motion for manipulators with fixed bases and single degree of freedom at each joint, can

readily be applied for manipulators with non-fixed bases and/or multi-degree of freedom

at some joints. The method also allows calculating the reaction forces/torques at any

chosen manipulator joint directly.

Next, a dynamic model for a general planar mobile manipulator, which assumes rigid

contacts between the base and the ground, is developed. The model takes into account the

impact with the ground. Both aspects ofthe impact, i.e., changes in the generalized states

ofthe system and creation of impulsive forces, are included in the model. The combined

vehicle suspension and ground-tire compliance and the friction between the wheels and

the ground are then included in the model. The simulation results show that the flexibility

ofthe contact reduces the manipulator's tip-over stability (i.e,, increases the magnitude of



tip-over rotation of the base) and should be included in the dynamic model in order to

accurately investigate the stability of mobile manipulators. It is also shown that the

changes of the frictional properties between the wheels and the ground affect the machine

stability.

Finally, a complete model of the dynamics of general 3D motion of mobile manipulators

is developed. When applying the model to simulate the general th¡ee-dimensional motion

of the Caterpillar log-loader, it is shown that the flexibility of the contact between the

base and the ground reduces the machine stability, whereas the flexibility at the

manipulator joints due to the hydraulic compliance improves the stability. The effects of

the speed of the swing, and the simultaneous or sequential movements of the manipulator

links on the tip-over stability are also investigated.

The results of this work, which will serye as a good guide to the tip-over analysis of

manipulators mounted on mobile platforms, clearly show the effect of the manipulator

movement on overtuming of such machines. Also, it is shown that by proper

manipulation of the linkages, some tip-over situations can be recovered. This is

significant, since with the introduction of computer control, safety, productivity, and

lifetime of mobile manipulators can be improved by automatic prediction, prevention,

and recovering from tip-over.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

1.1 Preliminary Remarks

The development of automated systems for the operation of manipulator-like mobile

machines, for example excavator-based log-loaders (see Figure 1.1), has recently

received particular attention (Sepehri and Lawrence, 2000). Cunent research effort also

includes developing means for converting existing logJoaders, which can be considered

as mobile manipulators, into teleoperated systems (Sepehri et al., 1994). One issue is the

proper monitoring and prevention of tip-over in the operation of such machines.

Presently, the operators must face the difficult task of maintaining the stability of the

machines particularly when handling heavy loads, Although sensor systems a¡e available

for some mobile manipulators, such as cranes, that detect whether a static load exceeds

the safe operating load, there is no mechanism available that includes dynamic situations

Therefore, the operator must remain alen at all times to accomplish the work efficiently



and, at the same time protect his/hel safety and that of others. In spite of much research in

this area, the machine stability has not been fully explored and there are many issues that

need to be further investigated. Factors that might affect the stability of mobile

manipulators, such as the flexibility of the contact between the base and the ground, the

compliance at the manipulator joints, and the friction between the base and the glound

have not been addressed in any of the previous work in this area. Also, understanding the

details of the base movement during the tipping over can help to define an accuLate

measure of stability and therefole potentially help to prevent and/or recover from the

tipping over.

Unlike conventional industrial manipulators mounted on a stationary base, a mobile

manipulator does not have a base fixed in an inertial fiame. So, most of the existing

formulations that are used for deriving the equations of motion of fixed base

Figure 1,1, Typical mobile manipulator; a Cateryillar excavator-based logJoader



manipulators cannot be used to model the dynamics of mobile manipulators. One has to

start from 'first principles-' to derive the dynamic equations of a mobile manipulator,

which makes the derivation ofthe equations of motion tedious and error prone especially

for general th¡ee-dimensional manipulator motion. Secondly, all manipulator links,

including the base and the suspension, interact with each other dynamically. This

coupling will degrade system performance, resulting in problems such as excessive end-

effector enors, oscillations, and potential instability. It is therefore desirable to have a

systematic method for dynamic modeling of mobile manipulators and a comprehensive

model that can be used for simulation and stability analysis of mobile manipulators. This

model should include the various aspects of these manipulators such as the movement of

the base that can rock back and forth, the combined vehicle suspension and tire-ground

compliance, and the friction between the tires and the ground.

Early work on stability of mobile vehicles was concemed only with the static stability

and gait generation of slow moving legged machines (see Messuri and Klein, 1985 and

the references listed therein). The most comprehensive one belongs to Messuri and Klein

(1985) who introduced a measure of stability termed "energy stability margin". This

method could deal only with cases in which the only destabilizing load is due to the

gravitational force. In a moving base manipulator, however, a large portion of

destabilizing forces and moments could be due to the inertial or extemal loads arising

from maneuvering the end-effector. Nagy et al. (1994) extended the energy stability

method to take into account the effect of known walker terrain compliance on the

' The term "fìrst principles" means that the derivation of the €quations of motion starts by defining the

kinetic and potential energies for each link of the mobile man¡pulator including the base. Lagrange's
equations are then used to derive the equations of motion.



stability of the walker, The method is still confined to the stability analysis of vehicles

that are subject to only weight forces. The inclusion of extemal forces and inertial loads

is important in the stability analysis of mobile manipulators.

Dubowsky and Vance ( 1989) proposed a time optimal motion plaruring strategy for

manipulators that are mounted on mobile platforms. The goal was to allow the

manipulators to perform tasks quickly but without generating substantial dynamic forces

and moments that cause the system to overtum. The method, however, did not attempt to

study the tip-over case or to develop a measure of stability. Sugano et al. (i993) and

Huang et al. (1995; 1997; 1998) employed the ZMP (Zero Moment Point) concept to

construct a quantitative criterion for manipulators mounted on a vehicle. In their work,

the manipulator, including the vehicle and the payload, was considered to be a system of

particles moving on only rigid horizontal floors. ZMP concept is a moment-based

approach and therefore does not include the effect of the walking height in the stability

analysis. Papadopoulos and Rey (1996; 1997;2000) proposed a Force-Angle measure of

the tip-over stability margin. The Force-Angle stability measure has a simple graphical

interpretation and is easy to compute. Force-Angle method, however, does not give any

information about the state of base, i.e., whether the base is going to tip over completely

or just rock back and forth. Iagnemma et al. (2000) introduced the kinematic

reconfiguration method to enhance the system's tip-over stability. The method, however,

is based on the Force-Angle measure and is applied to a quasi-static system, i.e., it does

not include the dynamic effects, Recently, Ghasempoor and Sepehri (1998) extended the

energy stability method of Messuri and Klein (1985) to quantitatively reflect the effect of

forces and moments arising from the manipulation of the implement. The signifrcance of



this extension is that it can be used as an off-line tool to provide the designer with an

inexpensive and fast method that helps to maintain the stability of mobile manipulators.

The extension, however, does not consider the dynamic situation i.e., tipping over of the

entire machine during an unstable stance. Moreover, depending upon the subsequent

states of the end-effector motion, the entire machine may rock back and fofh, a

phenomenon that can¡ot be characterized by any of the previously developed methods.

Much research is needed in this area, paficularly to develop a model that can simulate

the tip-over motion of the manipulator base.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of this Thesis

The objectives of this thesis are to: (l) develop a simulation model of tip-over motion of

mobile manipulators, and (ll) study tip-over mechanisms, and understand various

dynamic situations that promote vehicle instability. Towards this goal, first, an

appropriate model is developed that contains enough features to yield the information

about the stability of mobile manipulators. Secondly, a comprehensive investigation of

the effects of different factors that may play a role in the tipping over of mobile

manipulators is conducted. These factors inctude: (l) the variation of stiffrress and

damping of the flexibility of the contact between the base and the ground, (ll) the

compliance at the manipulator joints, (fii) the friction between the base and the ground,

and (iv) the effect of various manipulator motions.

The application of this study is directed at industrial mobile machines that carry human-

operated hydraulic manipulators. The development here is therefore used to study the

stabilir¡- of a Caterpillar excavator-based log-loader (see Figure 1.1). These machines

incorporate many aspects oftypical robotic systems and are the basis for most heavy-duty



hydraulic machines. The previous simulation of these machines (Vaha and Skibniewski

1993; and Sepehri et al. 1994;1996) did not incorporate the tipping over scenario. The

model developed in this thesis incorporates the dynamics of the rocking base for such

machines. Both rigid as well as flexible contact, including suspension and ground-tire

interaction, are considered for modeling the interaction between the base and the ground.

The organisation of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, a background on previous work

on the dynamics simulation and stabiliry analysis of mobile manipulators is presented.

The novel method of virtual links (VL) is developed in Chapter 3. The applications of

this method for modeling non-fixed base manipulators or manipulators with joints having

multi-degree of freedoms a¡e introduced. In Chapter 4, modeling the machine stability

assuming rigid contact between the base and the ground is presented. The model includes

the dynamics ofthe manipulator linkages and the impact between the base and the ground

during the rocking motion. Chapter 5 presents modeling and simulation issues

considering the combined vehicle suspension and ground-tire compliance. The effects of

the variations of the parameters pertaining to the flexibilty of the contact on the machine

stability are discussed. Chapter 6 is devoted to include the effect of the friction between

the base of the mobile manipulator and the ground and to investigate the effect of the

variations of the frictional properties on the stability. The development of the general

three-dimensional simulation model is presented in Chapter 7. The developed model is

applied to a typical Caterpillar excavator-based log-loader. Simulations are then

performed to evaluate the effect of different factors influencing the machine stability.

Conclusions are presented in Chapter 8,



Chapter 2

Background

The previous studies on modeling and simulation of non-fixed base manipulators are

described first. Potentials and limitations of these studies are outlined, Next, the problem

of stability- analysis of mobile machines is discussed. In most of the previous works, a

mobile manipulator is considered unstable once it starts to rotate about an edge of

potential overtuming. None of these studies considered the case in which the

manipulator's base just rocks back and forth without complete overtuming.

2.1 Dynamic Modeling of Non-Fixed Base Manipulators

Although most industrial manipulators have a base fìxed in an inertial frame, there are

many manipulators that a¡e mounted on non-fixed bases such as free flying-satellites,

submarines, and vehicles. For these manipulators, there is a dynamic coupling between

' In this thesis, the stability ofa mobile manipulator is defined as the ability ofthe manipulator to do ¡tsjob
without complete ovenurning, i.e., the manipulator is allorved to rock back and forlh.



the base and the manipulator. The calculation of the arm motion, assuming a fìxed base,

will result in a position enor of the end-effector (Hootsmans l9g2). A significant amount

of work has been done in space robotics, which considers the dynamic interaction

between a manipulator and its spacecraft. For example, see the work by Dubowsky and

Papadopoulos (1993); Y afa and Dubowsky (1987); or Carter and Che¡chas (199g). Some

of the anal¡ical approaches and models developed in these studies are also useful in

studying the dynamics of the ground-based mobile manipulators. However, earth-based

systems present special dynamics problems not found in space systems. First, gravity can

seriously degrade the manipulator performance causing base motions, which could result

in large enors at the manipulator end-effector. Gravity could even cause a mobile system

to tip over, Secondly, the suspensions and tire compliance of ground-based vehicles could

cause resonance, which would seriously degrade and destabilize the manipulator

(Hootsmans 1992).

Research on ground-based manipulators that includes the dynamic coupling between the

vehicle and the manipulator is limited and most of these studies are fairly recent. Li and

Frank (1986) presented a preliminary work on stability of moving base robots. The

objective was to include the stability criteria in the solution of the inverse kinematics

problem. Simple formulation that can be used only to determine the onset of the

instability fo¡ a twoJink mobile manipulator was presented; no dynamic simulations

were performed.

Dubowsky and Tanner (1987) consider.d u pl** th¡eelink mobile manipulator. The

vehicle was assumed to be far mo¡e massive than the manipulator system and, therefore,

the motion of the manipulator was assumed not to affect the vehicle. They showed that



using a feed forward compensation method, based on measured base motions, end-

effector errors could be reduced to within required tolerances for the mobile manipulator

task. The assumption of a vehicle, which is much more massive than the manipulator and

its payload, though appropriate for some applications such as in a military tank, is not

valid for many other mobile manipulator systems.

Dubowsky et al. (1991) presented a method for dynamic modeling of mobile

manipulators with flexible links, vehicle, and suspension. They showed that the dynamic

interactions between a manipulator and its mobile vehicle could result in large end-

effector enors and simple gravity compensators based on rigid link and without

suspension model cannot effectively reduce these enors.

Hootsmans (1992) applied Newton-Euler formulation to derive the dynamic equations of

a planar mobile manipulator. He showed that using a conventional controller that neglects

the dynamic interactions between the manipulator and its base leads to a poor

performance. A control approach was then developed to compensate for these

interactions and it was shown to provide good trajectory control.

Akpan and Kujath (1998) studied the sensitivity ofa planar mobile manipulator response

to system parameters, such as stiffness, damping and surface roughness. They concluded

that, to minimize the amplitude of the stochastic vibration on the manipulator tip due to

the movement of the base on rough surfaces, the lower links of the manipulator should be

longer than the upper links and the vehicle suspension stiffness should be higher than the

links' stiffness. The vehicle suspension damping alone is not suffìcient to reduce the

stochastic vibrations, the links ofthe manipulator have to be also damped.



Yu and Chen (2002) introduced a general approach to derive the dynamic equations of

mobile manipulators. Terms representing the dynamic interactions between the

manipulator and the mobile platform were introduced. However, it was assumed that the

motion of the platform is confined to planar motion with no translations along the vertical

axis and that there is no slipping between the wheels and the floor. These assumptions

make the approach limited and less practical.

2.2 Stabilify of Mobile Manipulators

Initial work on stability of mobile manipulators was concemed only with the static

stability as applied to slow moving walking machines. McGhee and Frank (1968) defined

the static stabiliry of an ideal legged locomotion machine. A¡ ideal legged locomotion

machine is a rigid body attached to a specific number of massless legs. Following their

definition, the magnitude of the static stability margin (SSM) is equal to the shortest

distance from the vertical projection of the center of gravity (CG) to any point on the

boundary of the support pattem. The support pattem associated with any phase of a given

gait of an ideal legged machine is the convex hull (minimum area convex polygon) that

contains all ofthe leg contact points. As an example, the static stability measures, S/ and

S,., for a body on horizontal plane are shown in Figure 2.1. McGhee and Iswandhi (1979)

extended SSM to an uneven tenain by redefining the support pattem as the minimum

Figure 2.1. Static stability measures for a body on a horizontal plane.



area convex polygon of the point set in the horizontal plane which contains the vertical

projections ofthe feet of all the supporting legs. The longitudinal stability margin (LSM)

was defìned as the shortest distance fiom the projection of the CG to the front or the rear

boundary of the support pattem as measured in the direction of travel. Figure 2.2 shows

the static stability measures, 57 and S,, for a body on an inclined plane. Mahalingham and

Whittaker (1989) defined a conservative support polygon (CSP) to take inro account the

possibility of support failu¡e of a single leg. The CSP is determined as follows. If there

are n ground-contacting feet whose projections form the support polygon, then rz subsets

of the support polygon can be formed as follows. Each subset is the convex hull of the

projections onto a horizontal plane of one of the n possible combinations of (ir-l) of the

feet that form the support polygon. The intersection of these n subsets forms the CSP.

Figure 2.3 shows the CSP for a walker machine with five ground-contacting feet. The

CSP becomes a point for walker machines with fewer than five ground-contacting feet.

Thus, the use of CSP is ¡estricted to machines with five or more legs. The conservative

stability margin (CSM) is then defined as the shofest distance between the projected CG

location and the edges of the conservative support polygon. The SSM, LSM, and CSM

Figure 2.2. Static stability measures for a body on an inclined plane.



methods consider only the projections of the ground-contacting feet and the center of

gravity onto a horizontal plane. However, the height of the center of gravity and the

differences in the tenain elevations of ground-contacting feet have a significant impact

on the machine stability Qllagy et al. 1994). Messuri and Klein (1985) showed that, for a

leveled body on an inclined plane (see Figure 2.4), the SSM for the front side (Sy) is equal

to SSM for the rear side (S,). However, by intuition one can see that the vehicle is more

likely to tip "downhill" rather than "uphill". Messuri and Klein concluded that static

stability margins do not provide a sufficient measure for the amount of stability when the

tenain is not a horizontal plane. In order to take into account the effects of the uneven

tenain, they introduced a different measure of stability called energy stability margin

(ESM). The following definitions form a basis for determining the ESM.

DeJìnition 1: The support boundary associated with a given support state consists of the

line segments, which connect the tips of the support feet. The support boundary is a

th¡ee-dimensional curve as opposed to the two-dimensional support pattern.

Delìnition 2: The energy stability level (ESL) associated with a particular edge of a

support boundary is equal to the work required to rotate the CG of the body about that

Figure 2.3. Support polygons for fìve ground-contacting feet.



edge, to the position where the vertical projection of the body center of gravity lies along

that edge of the support boundary.

Definition 3: The ESM for an arbitrary support boundary is equal to the minimum ESL

associated with each edge ofthe support boundary.

Calculating the energy stability level for the body shown in Figure 2.4, the ESL for the

front edge is mghr, which is greater than the ESL for the rear edge mgh, (lz is the mass

of the body and g represents the acceleration due to the gravity). The ESM produces a

qualitative idea of the amount of impact energy the vehicle could withstand and also

considers the effect of the walking height (Garcia et al. 2002). However, the ESM still

considers neither the effect of compliant tenain nor the stabilizing effect of non-

supporting legs.

Nagy et al. (1994) introduced the compliant stance stability margin (CSSM) as an

extension ofthe ESM to consider foot sinkage on compliant tenain. It was shown that the

tenain compliance can significantly affect the magnitude of a stability measu¡e. Not

taking the tenain compliance into account may result in a significant overestimate ofthe

Figure 2.4, Leveled body on an inclined plane.



stability of the machine. Nagy's approach is still confined to the stability analysis of

vehicles that are subject only to weight forces.

Ghasempoor and Sepehri (1998) extended the ESM to quantitatively reflect the effect of

the forces and moments arising from the manipulation of the implement. The extended

ESM is determined by the following definitions:

DeJìn¡tion 4: With reference to Figure 2.5, the equilibrium plane associated with a

particular edge of a support boundary is a plane containing the edge with an angle with

respect to the vertical plane, such that if the body rotates alound the edge until the center

of gravity is placed in this plane, the net moment due to all forces and moments around

the edge becomes minimum in the absolute sense.

DeJìnition 5: The energy stâbility level associated with a particular edge of the support

boundary, at any stance, is equal to the wo¡k done when the vehicle body (which is

subject to gravitational loads as well as extemal and inertial forces and moments) is

hypothetically rotated around the edge until the center of gravity reaches the equilibrium

Figure 2.5. Concept ofEquilibrium plane.



plane. This work is equivalent to the instantaneous maximum impact energy that can be

sustained by the vehicle, without reaching the unståble configuration.

Figure 2.5 also shows the application of these definitions for a vehicle over an inclined

plane. The vehicle is subject to a destabilizing moment, M, in addition to its own weight.

Angle rp, which defines the orientation of the equilibrium plane with respect to the

vertical plane, is obtained by equating the summation of all moments around edgef to

zeÍo.

M -mgRsing=0

then,

,-,Ml, =SUl '-' mgR

The energy stability level for edgef, is calculated as follows:

ESZt = zgft1ç6r ç - cosry) - M (ry - ç)

where rng is the gravitational load and Mis the extemal moment.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

The extension of ESM, however, does not take into account the dynamics of the platform

and also assumes constant magnitude and direction of the extemal forces and moments

throughout the tip-over motion.

Sugano et al. (1993) employed lhe Zerc Moment Point (ZMP) concept to construct a

quantitative stability criterion for mobile manipulators. ZMP is defined as the point on

the floor where the resulta¡t moment of the gravity, inertial force, and extemal forces is

zero. If the ZMP is within the support polygon, the mobile manipulator is stable. The

stability degree (ø) was defined as a quantitative measure ofa stable extent for a mobile



manipulator according to the ¡elationship between the ZMP position and the stable

region. With reference to Figure 2.6, the stability degree can then be written as follows:

dd=- Q.4)
ro

d =ñtn{d7MÐl Qs)

where d(ZMP)is a set of the distances from ZMP to the boundary of the stable region. ro

is the maximum of the stable distance (shown in Figure 2.6).

The Z'fvlP concept has been used in the design of biped walking robots (Soe and Yoon,

1994), motion planning of mobile manipulators (Qiang et al., 1998), and stability control

of mobile manipulators (Qiang et al., 1994). The concept, however, is a moment-based

approach and therefore does not include the effect of the walking height in the stability

analysis.

Papadopoulos and Rey (1996; 1997; 2000) introduced the Force-Angle stability measure.

The Force-Angle stability criterion determines the angle (d,) between the resultant force

acting on the CG of the system, f¡, and the normal from the CG to the axis of tipping

over, I¡ (see Figure 2.7). When the angle (d,) equals zero, the system becomes on the

verge of stability and the tipping over is in prog¡ess if it is less than zero. The stability

Figure 2.6. Stable region and stability degree (4, B, C, and D are the contact points

between the manipulator and the ground and represent the stable region).
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Figure 2.7. Planar Force-Angle measure.

margin is then calculated as follows:

B =nnle,.ll¿ll.llr.lù e.6)

The Force-Angle measure, however, does not give any information about the state of the

base, i.e., whether the base overtums completely orjust rocks back and forth. Using this

method, Iagnemma et al. (2000) introduced a kinematic reconfiguration method to

enïance system's tip-over stability. The method is based on designing the machine with

the ability to reconfigure its structure to improve the stability. The method was built on

the Force-angle measure and was intended for quasi-static systems.

2.3 Description of a Caterpillar Excavator-Based Log-Loader

The Caterpillar excavator-based logJoader, shown in Figure 2.8, was used for all the

simulation tasks in this thesis. The machine was considered as a mobile three-degree of

freedom manipulator with an additional moveable implement. The implement is a grapple

for holding and handling objects such us tr"es. The whole machine can move forward or

backward. The upper structure of the machine rotates by a 'swing' hydraulic motor

through a gea¡ train. 'Boom' and 'stick' are the two other links, which together with the



's\¡/ing', serve to position the implement. Boom and stick are operated tkough hydraulic

cylinders. The cylinders and the swing motor are activated by means ofpressure and flow

through the main valves. Modulation of the oil flow in the main valves is controlled by

the pilot oil pressure through manually operated control valves.

Figure 2.9 shows a schematic diagram of the hydraulic actuator system used in the

machine under investigation. The hydraulic cylinder is connected to an open-center valve

through flexible hoses. The valve monitors the flow to and from the cylinder. This system

works with a constant flow pump system. With reference to Figure 2.9, when the spool

of the open-center valve is in neuhal position, the flow passes through the valve and

retums to the tank. As the spool moves to the lefr or to the right, the flow is disnibuted to

the load and the tank, depending on the orifice arrangement and the load. Assuming that

the losses due to leakage flow and intemal friction are negligible, the equations goveming

the flow distribution can be written as follows (Merritt, 1967):

Figure 2,8, Typical excavator-based log-loader.



Figure 2,9. Schematic diagram of the hydraulic actuator with open center valve.



Q,=ko,.[P"-P,

Q"=ka"r[P.-r"

Q"--Q-Q,=ka"JP,-P"

the outlet pressure Po are:

r' =,ftr(o' -'e'x)

t" =ffir(e.x -0")

Vt6)=V,+X A,

v.(x)=V"-x ¿"

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

where Q , 8,, ærd Q" are the inlet, outlet, and exit flows to and from the cylinder,

respectively and p is the supply flow. a,, ao and a, are the inlet, outlet and exit areas,

respectively. ,t is the orifice coefficient. The rate of change of the inlet pressure i and

(2.10)

(2.11)

where x is actuator displacement, * is the actuator velocity, B is the effective bulk

modulus, and A¡ and Ao are the effective piston areas. V,(X) and. V"(X) arc the volumes

of the fluid trapped at the sides of the actuator. They are expressed as

(2.12)

(2.13)

v, and v" are volumes of the initial fluid trapped at the sides of the actuator. The output

fo¡ce f¡om the actuator, F, is

F=P¡A¡-P,A" (2.14)



.dx
where i- reoresents the nonlinear relationship between the actuator linear velocity, i ,de

and the conesponding link rotational velociry, e .

For the swing hydraulic motor:

Finally, the torque generated by the hydraulic cylinder is:

-dx
d0

.r..dx* .1.ll=(-)_._+(_)x."
k,o dt k,o

where z" and,t"p are gains describing the valve dynamics.

r = n D-(AP) (2.r6)

where ÂP is the pressure difference across the motor lines, D,, is the volumetric

displacement ofthe motor, and n is the gear reduction from motor to the output shaft.

The relationship between the spool displacement, r"e, and the inpút voltage, a, to the

servovalve can be expressed by the following first-order differential equation:

(2.1s)

(2.17)



Chapter 3

Method of Virtual Links

3.1 Introduction

There exist many mechanisms that have multi-degree of freedom joints or non-fixed

bases. All the previous work anived at the equations of motion for such systems using

first principles. These methods are tedious and enor prone. On the other hand, in the past

three decades, many studies were done to simplify the derivation of the dynamic

equations for fixed base se¡ial link manipulators with single degree of freedom joints.

These studies contain systematic and simple formulations such as Lagrange-Euler (Fu et

al., 1987), recursive Lagrangian (Hollarbach, 1980), or Generalized D'Alembert principle

(Sallam et al., 1998), which can be applied only to fixed base manipulators with a single

degree offreedom at eachjoint. No one, to the best of the author's knowledge, used these

formulations to derive the dynamic equations for manipulators having multi-degrees of

freedom joints or non-fixed bases.



In this chapter, a novel method is developed which transfers a robotic manipulator with

multi-degree of freedom joints or non-fixed bases into an equivalent fixed base

manipulator with single degree of freedom at each joint. This process allows using the

existing formulations to derive the dynamic equations for manipulators mounted on non-

fixed bases or for those with multi-degree of freedom joints. The approach taken is to

first add virtual links to the original system. Next, the augmented state space is formed by

the states describing the original system plus the virtual links. The equations of motion,

describing the expanded system, ate then derived in the reduced state space. Finally, the

equations of motion for the original multi-link system are obtained by setting all the

kinematic and dynamic parameters pefaining to the virtual links to ze¡o.

The proposed method also facilitates direct calculation of the reaction forces/torques at

any chosen manipulator joint. Currently, there are two techniques to calculate these

forces. The first one uses Lagrange multipliers, but it results in a set of differential

algebraic equations (DAEs). Solving systems of DAEs is more complicated than solving

systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and increases the computational load.

The second technique uses Newton's method. Using this method, the problem of having

systems of DAEs is avoided. However, to calculate the reaction forces at a certain joint,

the reaction forces at all the distal joints must be calculated backwæd starting from the

end-effecto¡. The proposed approach allows the reaction forces at any chosen

manipulator joint to be directly determined without solving the system's DAEs. This

means that the proposed method has the advantages of both methods described above

while avoiding their disadvantages.

Two application areas are described to substantiate the method outlined above:



1 - Modeling multi-degree of freedom joints.

2- Calculation ofconstraint forces at manipulator joints.

The application of the method to the development of models for non-fixed base

manipulators will be discussed in following chapters.

3.2 Modeling of Links with Multi-degree of Freedom Joints'

A serial nlink manipulator with (n+m) degree of freedom is considered. This means that

some of the manipulator joints have more than one degree of freedom. To model this

manipulator, z virtual links a¡e added in such a way that every joint has only one degree

of freedom. The original nJink system now becomes an (n+n)Jink system. Vector

e=\qt,q2,......,q,*,')¡ denotes the generalized coordinates and t = þt,rr,...,r nr,\r is

the generalized force vector of the new system. The dynamic equations a¡e then derived

using the existing formulations for dynamic modeling of fixed-base serial link

manipulators with single degree of freedom at each joint. The final equations will take

the following general form:

ú1q¡q+õ1q,q¡+õ(q)=r (3.1)

where ú(q¡ is the symmetric, positive definite inertial acceleration-related matrix,

õ(q,.i) is the vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques and õ(Ð is the vector of

gravitational torques. To obtain the final equations for the original system, all the

kinematic and dynamic parameters of the virtual links are set to zero. Final equations for

the original multi-link system are shown below:

' A ve¡sion of this section has been presented at the ASlrlE Design Engíneering Technicql Conferences,
paper # DETC2002IMECH-34225, Montreal, Canada, 2002, "On Dynamic Modeling of Robot
Manipulators: the Method of Virtual Links," R.F. Abo-Shanab, N. Sepehri, and Q. Wu.



M(q)ti+c(q,Q)+G(q)=1 (3.2)

Note that M(q),C(q,rf, and G(q) in Equation (3.2) are similar to M(q),C(q,q), and

õ(Ð in Equation (3.1) but are simpler, since the virtual link parameters are set to zero.

Also, it should be noted that one could set the virtual link parameters to zero from the

beginning if the final form of Lagrange-Euler (LE) method is used to derive the equations

of motion.

Example: Modeling a Spherical Joint

Consider a rigid body with th¡ee

degrees of freedom shown in Figure

3.1. The inertial reference frame is

labeled {xyz} while {xuyuzu}

represents the th¡ee-dimensional

space sparured by the body's principal

v
axes. The Euler angles 0r, 0r, and 0,

are generated by successive rotations

Figure 3.1. Rigid body with spherical joint.

of the rigid body about its body axes zb, ybr, and zb2, respectively (see Figure 3.2). Any

Euler angles set can be used based upon the configuration of interest and to avoid

Figure 3,2. Euler angles.



singular points at this configuration.

To obtain the equations of motion for this rigid body, two virtual links are added as

shown in Figure 3.3. Then, Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) coordinate systems are assigned as

in Figure 3.4.

Here, the formulation described by sallam et al. (1998) is used to obtain the equations of

motions. Let A, be the 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrix from coordinate

system i to (l-l), then:

Figure 3.3. Euler angles representation using virtual links.

Figure 3.4. DH coordinate systems.



fcosd, -cosa, siná, sinø, siná, a,cos2,l

o _ | 
sind, -cosa, cos9, sinø, cosá, a, siná, 

I' | 0 sinø, cosar d, I

lo o o L l
0,,a,,a,,andd, are the links and joints parameters and a¡e shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3,1. Link and joint parameters

Let I be the homogeneous transformation matrix from coordinate system j to the

inertial coordinate system, then:

T =A'42....4'

The equations of motion are obtained from the following Lagrange-Euler based

formulation:

ú14q + õ1q, q¡ + õ1q¡ = 1

The elements of the inertial acceleration-related matrix ü1q¡ are:

n' ='*"{o'lÈ,""'']^'} (¡ >¡) (3.3)

Link e, cl¡ d¡ di

I qI -n/2 0 dt

2 4z nl2 0 0

2a 0 0 0 dz

3 A. 0 0 dj

ù ji =ñij



,, =l'l + m{l1l ^,'.i1
L *orl *o )

lf, is a 3x3 inertial matrix of link p about its center of mass with respect to its own

coordinate frame. rj is the position vector of mass center of link p expressed in the

coordinate system p and mo is the mass of link p. Â, is a differential operator and is

defined as:

t =l 
A,2,-, (1,þ,-, + p,n)2,-,1

' L o o 'l (3'4)

where

z, is the z-axis of the coordinate frame i. p, is the position vector of the origin of the

coordinate frame i. L, =1 for revolute (rotating) joints and Li=0 for prismatic (sliding)

joints. ç4, =l- ).¡ and E is a 3x3 unity matrix.

For any 3xl vector u =þ,,ur,u"Y ,we define a 3x3 skew symmetric matrix û as

fo
û=l ø.

l-;,

Finally,

õ,(q,q)= llc¡,d,40
j=t k=l

-u- u.. 1

0 -;.1
ur 0l

(3.5)

(¡.tr,¡ <t)

28

e, r = r,{o,li. 
rr, 

r, ri 
]alr, }

(3.6)



õ,r, =õ*

õ,r =-õr, (¡ <¡,t)

õ, (s) = -c, o lf ,,r,{, ; r)] (3.7)

where rf is a 3 x I position vector of mass center of link t with respect to its own

coordinate frame, g = {-g, 0, 0, 0}r where g = 9.81m / s2 , and l¡¿¡ is the mass of link i.

The dynamic and kinematic parameters of the links a¡e chosen as follows:

[r, o ol ltz o o'l lh o ol
rl=10 r,r 0 l, ú=lo rz 0 l, rl=l o 13 0 l, rf =1o,o,z¡¡I

fo o rbz) [o o rzu] lo o ru)

r] =1o,o,z¡¡r, and rj = {0,0,4}r.

The complete equations of motion for the th¡ee-link system are:

q =þ 1 * *rrl * þ, * *rr'., + I 3 + m3(d 3 + r r¡2 )ç - cl¡ + 1t 2," + I 3,)Cll d r

+ 13.,c2¿h +252c2q1421- 4zz + 13 + m3(d3 * ")2f- t3,,sr4r43

- m¡gC1z¡ - m2gS1S2z2 - m3gS1'S 2(d3 + 4)

I ^ âl
rz = Vz + m2z; + I 3 + m3(d3 + tù2 I tiz

" t ^r- øf S2Ctg, + 12,, + 13 - I3r, + m3(d3 + 4)¿ l+ Q¡Q313,"52 + m3gC1C2(Q + 4)

t, = I r,,C rQ, + I r,.Q, - I r,.QrQ rS,

where C, =cos(q,) and S, =5¡¡1q ¡



setting the kinematic and dynamic parameters of the virtual links (the first two links) to

[oool
zero,i.e., Ii =I, =10 0 0j|,*,=^r=0, rrr=r,,={0,0,0}r,and dr= dz=0,we

loooJ
obtain the required equations. Thus, the final equations are:

t, =fQ, + mrçd, + zr¡'?\t-c|¡+ t,,,cil q, + r.,-.c,Q,

+ zsrc,E,Erf- t r.. + I, + mr(d, + ,r)'f- tr.,sr4rQ, - mrgs,sr(d, + zr)

r, =þ, + mr(d, + r)rf ti, + qlsrcrlIr., - Ir)- mr(d, + zr)21

+ QrQrIr-5, + mrgCrCr(d, + zr)

r, = I r,,CrQ, + I r,,Q, - I r,,QrQrS,

To explain the advantages of using the method of virtual links, the conventional method

(using the first principles) is then used to derive the dynamic equations. First the

components of the angular velocity ro ofthe rigid body are determined:

a,=-SrCrQr+SrQ,
ar=SrSrQr+CrQ,

at.=CrQr+Q,

The kinetic eneryy (KQ and potential energy (PE) a¡e calculated:

KE =!,o'l a

(3.8)

where Io is the mass moment of inertia of the rigid body about axes parallel to the body

axes and passing through 06.



llr+mr7dr+zr)2 0 0l
I,=l 0 lr+mr(d,+zr)2 0 

|L 0 o /,.,J

PE =-mgr RP,

where R P. is the center of gravity of the rigid body defined in the inertial axes. The

Lagrangian function (Z) is

L=KE-PE

Applying the Lagrange's equation

al aL1 ôL;l - l-^ =r, (3.9)
dt loq, I dQ¡

The final equations are:

r, =fþ, + 
^,1d, 

+ z,¡'\t-c!¡ + t,",cll d, + r,,,c,Q,
| .-r

+ 2 S rC rq fl rL- I j,. + I 3 + m 3(d j + z r)' ]- I r,- S r4 rQ, - m r gS,S r(d, + z r)

¡, =þ, + m,(d, + r)'),i, + 4ls,crl!r., - Ir) - m,(d, + z)21
+ QrQrlr.,S, + mrgCrCr(d, + zr)

r, = I r,,CrQ, + I 3.,¿i3 - I 3.,qtq 25 2

The above equations of motion are similar to those obtained in the previous section using

the method of virnral links, However, the method of virtuaÌ links is more straightforward

since it transforms a link with a multi-degree of freedom joint into links with single

degree of freedom joints. Furthermore, the terms of the equations of motion can be

obtained using Equations (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) either symbolically or numerically. On



the other hand the terms of the equations of motion, with the conventional method, have

to be determined symbolically using Equation (3.9). For multi-body systems, in which

the symbolic form of the dynamic equations are lengthy (Zomaya, 1992), this task

becomes tedious and erÌor prone.

3.3 Calculation of Constraint ForceslTorques'

3.3.1 Introduction

There has been an increasing interest in formulation of the dynamic equations for

interconnected large multi-body systems with constraints. Interest has arisen almost

simultaneously in th¡ee a¡eas: robotics, biomechanics, and space vehicle dynamics. In

each area, the goal is to find an efficient procedure for obtaining and solving the

goveming equations of motion. There are two distinct ways for deriving the equations of

motion for multi-body systems with constraints. The first approach is to formulate the

equations of motion in the reduced state space with minimal dimension to adequately

describe the phenomena studied. The approach is advantageous in that the general form

of the dynamic equations and various computer software for automatic generation of the

equations of motion ate available to the users. Automatic derivation of dynamic

equations using computers is highly desirable because manual symbolic derivation of

equations of motion for multi-body systems is tedious and time-consuming.

Furthermore, using this approach, the equations of motion can be described by a set of

ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

' A version of this section has been published in the Proceedings of rhe American Control Conference,
Arlington, VA, pp. 3565-3569, 2001, "On Derivation of Constrained Multiple Rigid Body Dynamic
Equations," R.F. Abo-Shanab, Q. Wu, and N. Sepehri.



The second approach is to derive the equations of motion in the non-reduced state space,

in which constrained forces/torques are introduced and the equations of motion as well as

the constraint equations a¡e solved simultaneously to determine the kinematic va¡iables

and the constraint forces/torques. Direct determination ofconstraint forces/torques makes

this approach more attractive; however, it results in a set of differential algebraic

equations (DAEs).

There exist many systematic numerical methods to solve ODEs. However, systems of

DAEs can¡ot be solved by conventional numerical methods that are used for ODEs.

Methods for solving DAEs can be divided into two groups. The ñrst group employs

integration algorithms for a specific class ofDAEs (Gear, 1971; B\ajer, 1992; Shampine

et al., 1999). The second group is built upon the idea of feedback control theory and

employs modified differential equations that implicitly account for constraint to replace

the algebraic equations (Baumgarte, 1972). The major drawback of both groups of

methods of solving DAEs, is that all generalized coordinates must be integrated

simultaneously although some of them are dependent, Consequently, the enor resulting

from the numerical integration techniques leads to the violation of constraint equations

(especially using methods from the second group). A number of methods have been

developed to stabilize the constraints (Baumgarte, 1983; Park and Chiou, 1988; Bayo et

al., 1988; Rosen and Edelstein, 1997). Il has been documented that it is desirable to first

integrate the independent coordinates. This ensures that the solution of the remaining

equations to calculate the constraint forces and/or torques has enor control on constraint

violations. Within this context, some algorithms have been developed to partition the



dependent and independent generalized coordinates (V/ehage and Haug, l9B2; Mani et

al., 1985).

Here, an altemative method of derivation of equations of motion for interconnected

multi-body systems is suggested using the concept of augmented state-space and virtual

links. At each joint for which it is desired to calculate the constraint forces, a number of

virtual links, equals to the number of the reaction forces and moments to be determined,

is added. The augmented state space is formed by the states describing the original

system and the addition of virtual links. The equations of motion for the expanded multi-

body systems a¡e then derived using the first method, in the augmented state space.

Following that, the virtual links a¡e removed by setting all kinematic and dynamic

parameters and the states associated with them, to zero. This results in a set of equations

containing constraint forces and generalized coordinates. The equations containing the

generalized coordinates are independent from the constraint forces and can be solved

first. The remaining equations a¡e solved next, using the obtained values ffom the first set

of equations, to determine the constraint forces. Thus, the proposed method (i) reduces

the state space and speeds up the computations, (li) determines the constraint forces

directly, and (ill) avoids constraint violations since only the generalized coordinates (i.e.,

independent coordinates) are integrated.

3,3.2 Description of the Method

Consider an n-link spatial system. Vector q ={qr,qr,.q,}' denotes the generalized

coordinates, and r= {rr,cr,...tn}r describes the corresponding generalized forces. In

order to determine the constraint forces/torques t, = {r "r,t,r,...,r,,, } at a given joint l, m

virtual links æe added along the directions of the constraint forces/torques (note that



rz < 5; knowing that all the manipulator joints have at least one degree of freedom, there

are at most five constraint forces and torques at each joint). The original z-link system

now becomes an (n+ø)-link system. The new generalized vector, for the expanded

dynamic system, is i= {qr,qz"..,q,,Q¡,Q,2,...,Q"^}r where q 
"t,g "2,...., 

q "n are the

linear/angular displacements of the virnral links Vr,Vr,....,2,, respectively. The

generalized forces are i = {r,rr,...rn,r¡,î,2,.,.,t,,}r with t" = {r,r,r"r,...,r",}'

conesponding to q" = {Qut,Quz,....,Qu^} 
r. The augmented state space is formed by the

state Q . The dynamic equations are then derived using existing formulation for serial link

fixed base manipulators, in the augmented state space:

ùtEtä+õrq,qtii+õrÐ=t (3.10)

where ú1Q¡ is the symmetric, positive definite inertial acceleration-related matrix,

õg,Oq is the vector of centripetal and Coriolis forces/torques ana õ1q¡ is the vector

of gravitational torques. Equation (3.10) can be rewritten as

[ú:l.rql ftÍi',rqr llql lõ;:lrq,El õii]rq,iil llql
Løg:.Gr út'l,rqr Jta,l"[e;1;1q,¡¡ õj1)"G,Ð]tq,l

.tåßi={;}
(3.11)

To obtain the final equations for the original multi-link system, the following constraints

must be satisfied:

4¡ -- 4,2 = ....' = q,Ìn = 0

Q, = 8,2 =.'.'.= qv¡, =0
4"=(i,r=.....=q,"=0

(3.12)



Substituting (3.12) into (3.11) and sening all kinematic and dynamic parameters

associated with the virtual links to zero, final equations of motion for the original multi-

link system will be:

rvlÍ'1, tqlq + c|1, (q, q)ti + c(q) = r

ufl,fqlq +cfl,(q,q)ri + c,(q) = t"

(3.l3)

(3.14)

First, variables q,dand ri are obtained from Equation (3.13). They are then substituted

into Equation (3.14) to solve for constraint forces/torques, t".

Remarks:

(l) From the above derivation, it is seen that in the augmented state space, the equations

of motion shown in (3.10) are in the reduced state space form. Thus, we can take

advantage of the previous work on automatic generation of the equations of motion

and methods to solve them.

(2,) The constraint forces a¡e solved directly from Equation (3.14). Equation (3.13)

describes the motion of the original multi-link system without the addition of the

virtual links. Thus, the violations of the constraint are avoided (Mani et al., l9B5).

This is the major advantage of the proposed method over the conventional method.

(3,) The presented method is also different ffom the conventional method for determining

the joint forces which first solves for generalized coordinates and then determines the

joint forces by using Newton-Euler equations, recursively. Using this recursive

formulation, if the reaction force at the base is of interest, one has to calculate all the

reaction forces and torques starting from the distal link. In the proposed method, the

equations for joint forces (3.14) are derived simultaneously with the equations of

motion (3.13) and the required forces are calculated directly.



3.3.3 Demonstrative Example

A th¡ee-link system, taken from the study by Hemami (19g2), is used to demonstrate the

proposed method. with reference to Figure 3.5, the constraint forces at joinf A a¡e to be

determined. using the proposed method, two virrual links a¡e inserted at joint I as link

AC and litlk cAL (see in Figure 3.6). The generalized coordinate vector is then

Q={0,,x,y,0r,0r}r. The generalized force vector T ={r,,F,,Fr,tr,ro}r contains the

constraint forces F' and Fr,. In the augmented state space, the equations of motion can be

derived using standard Lagrangian Mechanics and are shown as follows:

q=(^rt +1,+mdl +n.tl +m,,ll +m,rl,2 +1",+t"r)ì),+(mrldr+mrl,lr)cos(er-e,)ê,
+ mrlrd, co{O, -gr)Ì), + (n,, + me2 +m3 +mr)1, coslr:i.+(m", +m, +mr)1, sine, ¡
+(m, + mr)td, sin(e, -e,)ei +m, td, sin(o, -0,)01
+(mrd, + m"rl, + m,rl, + m, l, + m, I rþsin1,

(3. 15a)

Tr=(mrtdrcos(e, -e,)+m, t,lrcos(lr-er))ë, +(rrfi +m, ai + 4)è,
+ mr l, drcos(O, -2r)e, +(m,l, + m, dr)cosg, * +(m, t, + mrdr)sin1, y
+ (n4 t, l, + m, d, t,) sin(g, - e,þi - rr, I d, sin(0, - e r) el + þnra, - m, t r) sinl, g

(3. 15b)

T, = m, l d, cos(e, - er) ë, + mJ rd, co{e, - 0rþ, + (m ra! + t rþ, + mrd, coslri
+ mrd, sing ry + m, ! d, sin(o, - g,) 0l - nJ d, sin(e, - e rþ| + 

^ rd, g sine, 
(r' I )c)

F" =(^,, + mvz + m3 + mr)lrcos2, ë, +(mrd, + m,rlr)cos0ri), + mrdrcoslrê,
+(m,, + m,, + m, +mr)i-(m, + mr)lrsin1rÎr, -(mrd, +mrlr)sinlrll (3.15d)

-mrdrsin1r1l -(m", + m"rlrsinî,0l

F, = fu", + m,rm, + mr)1, sing ë, +(mrd, + nrlr)sin1rë, + mrdrsinLrë,

+(m,, + m, + nr\g + i)+(n, + 
^r)l,cos1,Ol 

+(rnrd, + n4tr)cosZrll
+ mrd, cos?r?! + m,, l, cosIr7l

(3.l se)



Figure 3,5. ThreeJink system.

Figure 3,6. ThreeJink system with the addition ofvirtual links.



To determine the constraint forces F, and F, we now impose the followíng constraint

equations:

x= v=0 I
* ='j,=0 I
i=i=o )

(3.16)

substituting (3.10) into (3.9) and setting all the kinematic and dynamic parameters

associated with the virtual links, AC and CA7, to zero (for this example mul = nt,2 = 0

and /,, = I"z = 0), we have:

r, = @, tl + I, + mdl + m, tl)t), + (n, l,d, + m, t,t r) cos (e, - e,) i),

+ mrld, cos(e, - e,)ê, + (m, + mr)ld,sin(e, - e,)e] e.l7a)
+ m, !,drsin(e, - er)el +(*d, + 

^, !, + mr l,)sinî, g

T, = (mr ld, + m, t, tr)cos(o, -er)i), +(m, $ + m, al + tr)i),
+mrlrdrcos(er-er)ër+(mrtrtr+mrdrt,)sin(0r-e,þr, (3.17b)

- m, l d r sin (e, - er) el + (^rd, - ^r/, )sin á, g

T, = mr l,drcos(0, - er)t), + mrlrdrcos(e, - 0rþ, +(rra! * trÞ,
+mrldrsin(er-e,)el -mrldrsin(er-erþl +mrdrgsinl, (r'llc)

F, = @, + mr)l,cosê, ë, + (*rd, + mr!r)cos0rë, + mrdrcos7rë,

-(.r+mr)trsinl,ol -(mrdr+mrtr)sinlrll -mrdrsinlrl 
(r'lða)

F, -- (!rr, + mr)lrsine ë, +(mrd, + mrtr)sin0ri), + mrdrsingri), + (m, + mr)g

+(mr+mr)t,cose,ol +(mrdr+mrlr)coslrll+mrdrcoslrll (Jlðb)

As is seen, set of Equations (3.18) that contains the constraint forces is decoupled from

the rest of the Equations (3.17). Thus, Equarions (3.17) are solved first for g¡(i=1,2,3)

and their derivatives. The constraint forces are then calculated using (3.18), By



integrating (3.17) only, the violations of constraints are avoided, yet the constraint forces

can be determined explicitly.

To signily the developed method, this example is solved again using the conventional

method. The Lagrange's equations for mechanical systems with constraints can be

w¡itten as (Meirovitch, 1970):

*l#)-# än,rÇr 
=", i=t n

å* (q) = 0 k=l ...m (3.20)

where I is the Lagrangian function, ø, is the generalized applied force, q¡ are the

generalized coordinate components, n is the number ofconstraint equations, l,;r is the

i /r' gradient of the k'h constraint equation, and ( is the Lagrange multipliers. Equation

(3.20) represents the constraints. For this example, we have

(3.1e)

(3.21)
ht(eþez) = x"ez - ltsinQ - d2sin|, =0
h2(et,0) = /"g2-t 11cos9, + drcosd, = Q

where x"r, and lrez are the coordinates of the mass center of the second link.

Equation (3.19) can be written in the following form:

M(q)¿i+N(q,{) -{e =t e.22)

Where M(q) is the symmetric, positive definite inertial matrix, N(q,Q) is rhe vector of

centripetal, Coriolis, and gravitational generalized forces.

T, = @rd r' + I r) i), + m, gd, sin 0, - l,Ç, cos 0, - l,Ç, sín 0,

r, = þ, + (a; + t - z d, 4) *,fë, + Q, - d,) *, d, cos(e, - 0,) i),

+Q, - dr)*, cosgri", +Q, - dr)m., sin7rþ", + g)

-(a, - dr)m, d, sin(á, -er)0: - drÇ,cos0, - dr(rsin0,



T, =Q, - dr)m, drcos(o, -er)t), +(*ral + Irþ, + mrdrcosLri",

+ mrd,sin?.þ,, + g)+ (1, - dr)^., arsin(e, - er)el

Ç, = -(t, - d r)m, cos 0 rè, - m rd, cos g rê, - (m, + m r)i,2 + (t, - d r)m r sin 0 r02

+ mrdrsin7r?l

Ç, = -Q, - dr)^rsingrë, - mrdrsin7rä, -(m, + mrþ,, + g)

- Q r - d r)^ r cos 0 r0l - mrd r cos 0 r0l

Differentiating the constraint equations (3.21) twice with respect to time

A(q)q+A(q)q=0 (3.23)

where Ätq) = 9!! =l- 
t' "ote' - d'cosg' 0 1 0'l

ôq l-/, sind, -drsin9, 0 0 l_J

From (3.22) and (3.23)

e = þu-'l'f'þrvr-'(x -")-Áq] 0.24)

where the elements of the inertial matrix, M, are:

M,,, = )v[,,, = M t,t = M r,, = M r,, = M t,r = M r,o = M o,t = M q,s = M r,, = M r,n = 0

Mr,r=mrdl+1,

Mz,z = Iz +(aj + $ -2 d, \)m,

Mr., =Q, - dr)r, drcos(e, - 0r)

Mr.o =Qr-dr)mrcos7,

Mr., =Qr-dr)m, sin2,

Mr., = (!. - dr)*, drcos(e, - 0r)

Mr,r=mrdl+1,

M r., = nrd, sin0,



M n.z = (1, - d r)m, cos 0,

Mr,, = mrd, cos?,

M!,r=m2+m3

M ,., = (lz - dr)m, sin9,

Mr,, = mrdrsin9r, Mr,r=m2+m3

The elements of the centripetal, coriolis, and gravitational generalized force vector,

N(q, q) , are:

N, = m.,gdrsin2,

N, = Q, - d r) m, sin2, g - (d, - d r) *, d, sin (0, - e r) e: d,

N, = mrd, sinQg + (/, - dr)*, arsin(e, -er)e|

N 4 = -(l 2 - d r)m, sin 0r0] - mrd r sin 0r0l

N, = @, + mr) g + Q, - d r) r, cos?r7] + m.d, cosLrL!

Parameters d,,1, and the states et Q:1,2,3) are defined in Figure 3.5. (, and, (, øre

Lagrange multipliers. First, (¡ and (, can be calculated using Equation (3.24). Next,

Equation (3.22) is solved for the generalized coordinate fl,02,03, x"rr,and y"r,. IT was

reported in the literature (Mani et al., 1985) that solving these equations simultaneously

causes violation of the constraint equation (3.21).



Chapter 4

Stabilify Analysis Using Impact Model.

4.1 Outline of the Modeling

In this chapter, a model describing the tip-over dynamics of a mobile manipurator is

derived. The movement of the implement is limited to a planar motion. Also, the bæe and

the ground æe both considered as rigid bodies and the impact between them is plastic,

i,e., the impacting edge wilr remain on the ground after the first impact and no bouncing

occu¡s. with ¡eference to Figure 4.1, the system to be modeled can be characterized by

three distinct phases:

Phase l: The platform is stable and not moving (see Figure 4.la). This refe¡s to a case

whereby the manipulator movement does not affect the stability and the model consists of

only dynamic equations as that of a two-link manipulator.

i 4.y.:"tll of this chapter has been.p-ublished in Robotica, Vot. I9, pp. 43g-44g, 2002,,,On DynamicStability of Manipularo¡s Mounted on Mobile plarforms,,, R.F. Abo-S;;na'b and w. Sépeti.'



Phase 2: The base is tipping over the rear edge @hase 2A) or the front edge (Phase 2B).

This situation is schematically shown in Figure 4.1b. This is the case whereby the forces

and moments arising from the implement movements can no longer be sustained by the

vehicle without overtuming. Assuming that the friction between the ground and the

machine base is sufficient to allow the rotation only, the machine can be modeled as a

th¡ee-link manipulator, pivoted on edge A (Phase 2A) or pivoted on edge B (Phase 2B).

Phase 3: The base rocks back and forth. For example, with reference to Figure 4.lc, the

machine rolls over edge A towards a stâble position. As the base hits the ground on edge

B, the system suffers an impulsive force, which causes discontinuities in the joint angular

velocities of all links, including the base. The states of the machine and the impulsive

forces arising at the stance of impact will determine the subsequent states after the

impact.

First the dynamic models for first and second phases are outlined. Then, the dynamic

model for the third phase is derived in detail.

4.1.1 Dynamic Model in Case of No Impact (Phases I and II)

As described in the previous section, the first and second phases have no impact with the

ground. Thus, the first phase can be modeled as a twolink serial manipulator. The second

phase can be modeled as a th¡eeJink serial robot manipulator. The dynamic equations

describing the above two phases are derived based on Lagrange's equation as follows:

M(q)q+c(q,4)+G(q)=1 (4.1)

Diffe¡ent terms of Equation (4.1) have been explained in Section 3.2. The number of

links is ( n = 2 ) for the first case and ( n = 3 ) for the second case.



, (c)

Figure 4.1. Different phases ofthe base in a mobile manipulator: (a) base is

stable; (b) base is tipping over the rear axis; (c) just before the impact with the

ground.



4.1,2 Dynamic Model in Case of Impact (Phase III)

consider the case whereby the base is rotating about edge A. Due to the movement of the

manipulator, the base may reverse its direction and collide with the ground over edge B

(see Figure 4.lc). This impact has effects on the velocities and intemal forces of the

manipulator. First, large impulsive torque develops at each joint. secondly, the velocities

representing joint rates change instantaneously'. Zheng and Hemami (19g5) studied the

collision of a robot end-effector with the environment. Mathematical models were

derived which established quantitative relations between impulsive torques, abrupt

changes in velocities, and the severity of the collision. Their method has been adopted

here for the problem under investigation. with reference to Figure 4.1c, in order to

establish the mathematical model during the period of collision between edge B and the

ground, edge A is considered free to t¡anslate in both horizontal and vertical directions

(i'e., there is no impulsive force at edge A). This means that the dynamic models derived

for the cases ofno impact cannot be applied to compute the instantaneous changes ofthe

joint angular velocities at the moment when the free end of the base collides with the

ground' Therefore, we first derive the dynamic equations for the general case assuming

both contact edges are in the air, i.e. non-fixed base ¡obot manipulator. Joint A (or B), on

which the base was originally rorating, is modeled by adding two virtual links. Figure 4.2

shows a schematic diagram of the manipulator including the virtual links. The virtual

links have no mass and no inertia. The advantage of this assumption is that the dynamic

model can be derived as that ofany fixed base manipulator.

' The term 'instantaneously' means that the changes happen in a very short period of time.



Figure 4.2, Schematic diagram of the manipulator including the
virtual links.

In this phase, the first two joints are prismatic and the last three æe revolute. The link

coordinate systems for this configuration a¡e shown in Figure 4.3. The Denavit-

Hartenberg (DH) link coordinate parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Equation (4.1) can

be used to derive the dynamic equations for this phase with ( n = 5 ).

Table 4,1. Mobile Manipulator Link coordinate parameters

When the free end of the manipulator base comes in contact with the ground, there will

be an instantaneous change in the velocities. Since the other end of the base is free to

move, the instantaneous changes of the velocities will also be reflected on the rotation of

the base in the form ofrotation about the new contact point. The instantaneous change of

Link 0' d¡ d¡ Ct¡ Variables
I n/2 q1 n n/2 ql
) n/2 q2 0 n/2 q)

J q1 0 AJOÎ ør q1

3a 0 d: 0 n/2
4 q! 0 A¿ 0 q4

5 q\ 0 Ar 0 As



the speed for all degrees of freedom, Áq, upon collision with the ground, is (see the

Appendix for detailed derivation):

Âti = (M(q))-' .l'(.1 1vr1q¡-' ;')a*o $.2)

M(q) is defined in Section 2.2. J is the Jacobian matrix defined as:

r=þ (4.3)
õq

As seen in Figure 4.2, collision occuts at point xo = [xr, y, ]r , where

x6=qr+lrcos(qr)

y6=qr+lrsin(qr)

æd q., 4z,and q, are elements of the joint variables vector q,=fqt, q2, %, q4, S5)r

Figure 4,3. Link coordinate systems pertaining to Figure 4.2.



From the above relation, one can easily find the Jacobian, J:

,=[t o -i,sinq, o ol
"-Lol l,cosqr ool (4.4)

Assuming the impact is plastic, the velocity of point B becomes zero after impact. Thus,

Â*0, the change of the velocity of the point B due to the collision with the gound, will

be À*o = -*auþ,". *vo"¡," i" the velocity of point B before the impact. Thus,

Lq = qo¡n, - it"¡or" and

8 ø* = e t"t"* + (M(q))-',l' (,1 grllq¡¡-' J' )(- * o,**) (4.5)

gu¡o," is the joint velocity vector before the impact and go¡", is the joint velocity vector

after the impact.

Equation (4.5) describes the instantaneous change in the joint velocities immediately after

the impact with the ground, The new joint velocities, gop,, along with the cunent joint

positions, which remain unchanged during the short duration of collision, constitute the

initial values ofthe system states for subsequent simulation times.

4.2 ComputationalAlgorithm

During the simulation, it is importånt to identiff different phases of the operations, i.e.,

whether the manipulator is going to tip over or not and if it is going to tip over, about

which edge it will. This is done by calculating the net moment about the front and rear

edges of the base. To calculate the net moment, the interaction forces/torques between the

manipulator and the base should be continuously determined. These forces a¡e calculated

using any conventional method such as Newton-Euler. The virtual link method developed



in Chapter 2 is used again to calculate the coupling forces/torques between the base and

the manipulating links. Once these forces/torques are calculated, the net moments about

the front edge B, M¡, and rear edge A,, M,, arc computed (see Figure 4.4):

M¡ = c +w5^"(a, -*"r)-Frdr-Fro,

M, = r - w6ou(a, + r"r)- Fd, + Fro,

(4.6)

(4.7)

According to the values of M , utd M , , one can determine about which edge the mobile

manipulator is going to tip over.

Mf ,0 and M, <0 the base is stationary @hase 1).

M f , 0 and M, > 0 the base is tipping over the rear edge A (Phase 2A). (4.8)

Ml.0 and M, <0 thebaseis tipping over the front edge B (Phase 2B).

With reference to the flow chart shown in Figure 4.5, the computational algorithm is

st¿ted as follows:

1- Input the initial values for the joint variables, q, joint velocities, Q, and the

voltage signals applied to the hydraulic valves.

2- Calculate the net moments about the front and rear edges, M, and M,,

Equations $.6)nd@.7).

usrng

Base

A

Figure 4,4. Coupling forces the mariipulator and the base.



3- Determine the status of the manipulator:

(Ð Phase 1: use dynamic model l,Equation(4.1) with n=2,to calculate the

joint variables, Qq and Qs.

Phase 2A: use dynamic model 2a, Equation (4.1) with n=3 and a3 = aì,

to calculate thejoint variables Qt, Qt,and Qs.

(iit) Phæe 28: use dynamic model 2b, Equation (4.1) with n =3 and,

at = -aÍ, to calculate thejoint variables Qt, Qt,and Qs.

For case (il), when the base hits the ground at the front edge (numerically this is

translated into qr<e and Q3<-t,, where e and eu are small positive values),

Equation (4.5) is used to calculate the new values of the joint velocities after the

impact. The new values for the joint velocities after the impact with the rear edge

a¡e calculated in a similar way.

If the new rotational velocity of the base, Qr, after the impact is in the same

direction of the rotational velocity of the base before the impact, then the machine

will tum over the other edge, i.e., if the base is rotating about the front edge, after

the impact it will turn over the rear edge and vice versa. If the rotational velocity

ofthe base afrer the impact is close to zero, then the machine is considered to be

sitting on the ground and the first phase of the simulation is applied. If the

rotational velocity of the base after the impact is in the opposite direction to the

rotational velocity of the base before the impact, then the assumption of single

impact used here is no longer valid and a double impact model should be used

(not included in the model).

(iù

5-



Delermine the status ofthe
base by calculating the net
thoment about the edges oÍ

poIentìaI overIu tinE?

Is the base

slalíonaú

Use þnamie Model (l)
whereby the base is

stalionary

Is the base
lurníng oÞer

front edge?

Use þnanic Model (28)
vhereby the base is

lurning over Íron| edge

Use þnanic Model (2À)
whereby the base ìs

lum¡ng over the reat edge

Checkfor
inpacl wilh
rear edge?

Checkfor
¡npact w¡th
front edge?

Use the Impact Model lo
determíne the change ¡n

all veloc¡ties

Use ¡he hnpact Model to
determine the change ¡n

all velocîties

Is llv new base
aagular eelocity

neglìgible ?

Is the nev base
angular velocity

negligible ?

Figure 4.5. Flow chart of simulation model of mobile manipulator



4.3 Simulation Results

The model developed is now exemplified with a typical mobile manipulator, simila¡ to a

caterpillar M3 l8 excavator-based logJoader. The dynamic parameters of the machine

a¡e listed in Table 4.2.The kinematic par¿rmeters arei al= -l m, a,= 4 m, aq= 5.2 m, a5=

1.8 m, and d¡ = 1.5 m.

Table 4.2. Dynamic Parameters

mass
(ke)

mass moment of inertia
about the axis of rotation

lks m2)

Center of gravity
(x, y, z) m

Coordinate
frame
reference

base 12,000 90,s23 (-2.0. -0.6. 0.0) {xt yt zt
Boom l,830 15.500 (-2.9.0.2.0.0\ {av¿u
Stick 688 610 (-0,9.0.1.0.0) {x< v. z<

Two case studies are simulated. The first case simulates a typical operation of the log-

loader staying on a horizontal ground. The task is to have the machine end-effector to

perform a pick and place operation. The input voltages to the boom and stick servovalves

a¡e shown in Figure 4.6. In this task, the end-effector starts from a position close to the

base carrying a 5000 kg load. The base is initially stable. The manipulator extends the

end-effector to a possible 'dumping position' fa¡ from the base (see Figure 4.7). With

reference to Figure 4.8, this move causes the machine to topple over. As the manipulator

1

0.5

0

-0.5

510 1520
Time (s)

_11
0 510 15

Time (s)

Figure 4.6. Input voltage to the servo-valves.



stops, the base starts to rotate over the front edge. Then, the end-effector retracts back to

regain the stability. As is seen, the machine starts to roll back to a stable position.

Time (s)

Figure 4.7. Manipulator movement du¡ing a pick and place operation.

o 2 4 6 810 12 14 16 18 20



The tip-over simulation model developed in this chapter is also compared with the energy

stability measure developed by Ghasempoor and Sepehri (1998). Quantitatively, the two

methods give similar indication about the stability of the mobile manipulator except for

the stances where the base is tipping over. The energy stability method could not predict

how the base responds to the movement of manipulator links, whereas, the present

method does produce detailed behavior ofthe manipulator including the movement of the

base. For example, the energy stability level ofthe manipulator has been calculated (see

Section 2.2 for deøils about the method) and the result is shown in Figure 4.9.

Comparing Figure 4.9 with Figure 4.8, the two methods give the same indication about

the stability of the mobile manipulator before the tip-over (time period 0 to 9 seconds),

and after the tip-over (time period 14.5 to 20 seconds). During the time period 9 to 14.5

seconds, when the tip-over occurs, the energy stability measure calculation is not valid

whereas the present method gives information about the manipulator states. Figue 4.10

shows the input and output line pressures for both boom and stick hydraulic actuators.

The second case describes a task whereby the machine picks up a 4000 kg load while it is

on an inclined plane (-20 degrees slope, see Figure 4.1l). When the machine starts to lift

the load, it starts to tip over. After the base rotates about 15 degrees over the front edge,

the load is dropped. As shown in Figure 4.12, the machine regains the stability after

dropping the load.

In summary, the results clearly showed the effect of the manipulator movement on

overtuming of such machines. Also, it was shown that by proper manipulation of the

linkages, one could achieve stable conditions and prevent the machine tip-over.
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Figure 4.8. Base rotation over a horizontal plane (tip-
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Figure 4,9, Energy stability level of front edge for
the case shown in Figure 4.6.
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Chapter 5

Stability Analysis Considering the Ground-Base

Flexibilify-

5.1 Introduction

The dynamic model developed in the previous chapter takes into account the dynamics of

the base that can rock back and forth and the impact betrveen the base and the ground.

Although the model is capable of producing detailed response of the manipulator

including the movement of the base, it relies on the assumption that the contact between

the base and the ground is considered to be rigid. This assumption is not realistic and

results in a non-smooth mathematical model. Dealing with equations of motion for non-

smooth systems is more complicated than solving those of smooth systems, since the

A version of this chapter has been published in Robo¡icq, vol. 20, pp. 607-613, 2oo2,,,The Effect of
Base compliance on the Dynamic srabiliry of Mobile Manipularors," R.F. Abo-shanab and N. sepehri.



classical solution theories to ordinary differential equations require vector fields to be at

least Lipschitz-continuous (Wu et al., 1998) and non-smooth systems fail this

requirement. Thus, Filippov's solution theory (Filippov, i960) must be used first, to

ensure the existence, continuation, and uniqueness of the solution. This is not easy

especially for systems with more than one discontinuity surface, which is the case in this

model.

In this chapter, the model is improved to include the flexibility ofthe contact between the

base and the ground. Inclusion of the flexibility, which is due to the suspension and the

ground-tire compliance, results in a more realistic model of the entire system.

5.2 Development of the Model

The schematic diagram of the manipulator is shown in Figure 5.1 (c. and c/ are the

damping coefficients, k, and k¡ are the spring constants). The base is considered to be a

rigid body, resting on two wheels that are longitudinally aligned and are modeled using

the half car representation with Kelvin-Voigt spring damping system (Akpan and Kuj ath,

1998). The system damping is viscous, below the critical value and invariant with respect

to changes ofthe kinematics configuration. In the present model, the base is considered to

undergo a heave and a pitch motion. The friction between the base and the ground is

assumed to be large enough to prevent the manipulator from skidding forwa¡d or

backward. With reference to Figure 5.2, the manipulator is characterized to operate

within two distinct phases:

Phase l: The base is either resting on both edges Ã and B or tuming over the rear edge

Ã. In this phase, the base remains in contact with the ground on edge Ã, at all times.



Thus, in order to model the system, the connection between the point Ã on the ground

and point A located on the base, is modeled as a two-degree of freedom joint subject to

force F! (see Figure 5.2a) due to rhe flexibility between the base and the ground. One

virhral link with prismatic joint is therefore added to represent the vertical motions, q¡, of

point A. Similarly, point B is subject to force F] originated from the flexibility berween

B and B. The mobile robot is then considered as a 4-link serial manipulator subject to

two external forces, F/ ønd Fi .

ÃB

Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of planar mobile manipulator.

Phase 2: The base is either resting on both edges Ã and B or turning over the front

edge B. In this phase, the base remains in contact with the ground on edge B, at all

times. As in the first phase, the corurection between the point B on the ground and point

B located on the base is modelled as a two-degree of freedom joint subject to force Fl

1_- Heave

cl



(see Figure 5.2b). one virtual link with prismatic joint is therefore added to represent the

vertical motion, qr, at this point. Point A is subject to force Fi.

switching between the two phases is based on calculating the height of the rear and front

edges above the gro'nd, i.e., ¡ and y7 in Figwe 5.1. As fa¡ as y, is less than the

Figure 5.2. Schematic diagram of the mobile manipulator including the
virtual links.

(b)



undeformed length of the spring, xo, the first phase is considered. Once ¡ becomes

g¡eater than,ro, the second phase is applied.

Figure 5.3 shows the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) coordinate systems applied to the

manipulator. Note that az = a, fot the first phase and a, = a, for the second phase. The

dynamic equations describing the above two phases are simply de¡ived based on

Lagrange-Euler formulation as follows:

t = M(q) ii + C(q,q) +c(q)*r,u,p

where rruro is the vector ofthe generalized forces due to the suspension.

For phase 1, we have (refer to Figure 5.2a):

F! =-k,(qt-xo)-c,Qt

(s.1)

(s.2)

Figure 5,3. Link coordinates pertaining to Figure 5.2.



Fi = -k ¡ (q t + l r sin q, - x 
") - 

c f (qt + l, cos qrQ2)

"*,0 =l F! - Fj,- F;trcosq2,o,of

For phase 2, we have (refer to Figure 5.2b):

F! = -k,(q t - lr sin q., - x ) - c,(qt - l, cos qrQ2)

Fi =-kt?r-x.)-cÍqt

t *"o = I F! - Fi, F: trcosqr, o, olr

(s.3)

(5.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(s.7)

In the above equations, c, and c¡ are the damping coefficients, k, and k¡ arc the spring

constants, /: is the distance between the front and rear edges, and ¡o is the natural

(undeformed) length of the springs.

5.3 Simulation Results

The movement of the implement is limited to a planff motion in this simulation. The

kinematic parameters of the machine are listed in Table 5.1. The parameters pertaining to

the flexibility between the base and the ground are chosen as k¡ =k, =35x105N/m and

cf =c, =15xl0aNs/m. These values provide a natural frequency of rv3.5 Hz and a

damping ratio of ¡v 0.47 in the vertical direction. Note that these values change with the

manipulator configuration and payload. The dynamic parameters are listed in Table 5.2.

The simulated task is to have the machine end-effector perform a pick and place

operation. The voltages applied to the servo-valves are the same as those shown in Figure

4.6. Due to the inclusion of base compliance, the boom and stick movements are slightly

different from those for rigid base case. Figure 5.4 shows the manipulator movement



during the task for a compliant and rigid base. In this task, the end-effector stafs from a

position close to the base carrying 5000 kg load. The base is initially stable. The

manipulator extends the end-effector to a possible 'dumping position' far from the base.

Table 5.1. Mobile Manipulator Link coordinate parameters

Table 5,2. Dynamic Pa¡ameters

mass
lkoì

mass moment of inertia
lks m2)

Center of gravity
(x, y. z) m

Coordinate
frame

base 12.000 90.523 (-2.0. -0.6. 0.0) N) Y) z)
Boom 1.830 15.500 (-2.9. 0.2. O.0\ lxz y't zt
Stick 688 610 l-0.9. 0.1, 0.0) lav¿a

With reference to Figure 5.5a, this move causes the machine to tip ove¡ when the end-

effector extends its arm far enough from the base. Figure 5.5b shows the displacement of

point B on the front of the base, during the task, Note that the front edge remains in

contact with the ground as long as the vertical displacement of the point B is less than the

undeformed length ofthe spring (xo = 0.3 m). As the base starts to tip over about the front

edge, the implement retracts back to regain the stability. As is seen, the machine starts to

roll back to a stable position. Note that, at time , av 5 seconds, at which the implement

starts moving, the base experiences a slight pitch motion. This is due to the coupled

dynamics between the base and the other links.

Link 0¡ di d¡ C[i Variables

n/2 qt 0 n/2 q

2 q? 0 AfOf Al -tr/2 q2

2a 0 dz 0 n/2
3 Q1 0 A1 0 cl1

4 Aa 0 At 0 q4
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Figure 5.4, Manipulator movement duing a pick and place
operation for rigid and compliant bases.



T¡me (s)

Figure 5.5. History of: (a) base rotation and (b) vertical
movement ofpoint B on the front ofthe base, during the task.



The effects of va¡ious stiffness and damping values pertaining to the flexibility between

the base and the grorurd, on the magnitude of tip over rotation are also studied. The

responses are compared with those obtained using the previous model in which no base

compliance was included. Figures. 5.6 and 5.7 show the results of using different

stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively. Figure 5.6 clearly shows that the

stability ofthe system decreases (i.e., the magnitude ofthe tip over rotation increases) as

the stiffrress decreases. On the other hand, Figure 5.7 indicates that the stability of the

machine decreases as the damping decreases. Overall, the angular movement of the base

during the whole manipulator motion, in the case of flexible contact, is g¡eater than the

angular movement of the base for the rigid contact case. This indicates that the

2

I

0i

h= b= h/2

0 2 4 6 I 10 12

Time (s)

Figure 5,6. Effect of increasing the stiffness while the damping coefficient is

kept constant, Ér = 35 x 105 N/m and c, = c/ = 15 x l0a Ns/m .
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compliance between the base of the manipulator and the ground tends to reduce the

machine stability.

Rigid Contact
Case

0 2 4 6 810 12 14 16 18 20

Time (s)

Figure 5.7. Effect of increasing the damping while the stiffrress is kept

constant, k, = k, = 35 *1gs N/m and c, = I 5 x I 0a Ns/m .
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Chapter 6

Stabilify Analysis Considering the Friction Effects

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the model developed previously is extended to include the effect of the

friction between the wheels and the ground. Here, it is assumed that the wheels of the

mobile manipulator are locked in place. Thus, there is no rolling and the friction is due to

only the stick-slip motion between the wheels and the ground. Two specific friction

models, namely the Kamopp friction model and the LuGre dynamic tire friction model,

æe employed and evaluated. Kamopp friction model (Kamopp, 1985) is an example of a

static friction model in which the friction force is described as a function of the velocity

difference between the sliding surfaces (Gaul and Nitsche, 2001). LuGre' friction model

(Canudas de Wit and Tsiotras, 1999) is a dynamic friction model, built upon Dahl friction

'This model rvas developed through a collaboration among researchers at the þnd Institute ofTechnology
(Sweden) and in Glqnoble, France (Laboratoir€ d'Automatique de Grenoble).

7l



model (Dahl, 1976). LuGre friction model has been used to describe the friction forces

between the tire and the road lor vehicle control and simulation studies (Claeys et al.,

2001).

The schematic diagram of a planar mobile manipulator including the flexibility of the

contact between the base and the ground, and the ground reaction forces is shown in

Figure 6.1. Ff nd F! uethe friction forces and {' and F/ are the normal forces.

The base, which was previously considered to undergo only a heave and a pitch motion,

is now allowed to skid forward or backwæd depending on the natu¡e of forces applied to

it as well as the friction between the wheels and the ground.

Figure 6.1. Schematic diagram of planar mobile
manipulator including ground reaction forces.

s. Pitch\
,,.--f--.. Skid I \> 

,.."o---



6.2 Karnopp Friction Model

The friction model proposed by Kamopp (1985) requires only the knowledge of two

values: stick friction and slip friction. With reference to Figure 6.2, the Kamopp model is

expressed as follows:

I r/ sgn1,; l,l r ¡"
,t =lr' lul. ¿" *d l.'l= "'

Ir'"sgn1r'¡ lul.¿"*d la'lta"

where .d is the slipping friction force, .Ê is

the reactive force at the contact due to the

applied forces to the body, I" is the

maximum sticking friction force, and v is the

relative velocity between the wheel and the

ground. The switchover from stick friction to

slip friction, however, causes some

(6. 1)

instability in the numerical simulation of the Figure 6'2' Kamopp friction model.

Kamopp model. Therefore the switchover is assumed to take place at certain velocity, D,,

which is small enough to be considered negligible but at the same time large enough to

prevent excessive stiffness in the numerical integration (Sepehri et al., 1996).

Note that in order to apply the Kamopp model, the reaction horizontal forces at the

wheels, { and 4, should be known. In order to accomplish this, it is assumed that

there is a spring-damper system in the horizontal direction (see Figure 6.3). The reactive



forces (Ffr'e artd F)f'P¡ can now be determined as equal to the force originating from

the virtual spring-damper systems.

To derive the dynamic equations, two virtual links with prismatic joints are added to

represent the relative horizontal and vertical translational movements (qt and qz) of point

G on the base, with respect to the ground (see Figure 6.3). The second virtual link is

connected to the base by a revolute joint characterizing the rotationat þitch) movement

of the base, q3. Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) coordinate systems are assigned to the

manipulator's links as shown in Figure 6.4. The manipulator link coordinate parameters

are listed in Table 6.1.

Þ
x;

<_
F/

F:;* 
l_Ì^

FN

Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram of a planar mobile manipulator including
virtual links, base compliance and friction forces.

Fi

, a.i
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Figure 6.4. Link coordinate systems pertaining to Figure 6.3.

Table 6.1. Mobile Manipulator Link coordinate parameters

Link U¡ di d¡ cti Variables

n/2 qt 0 n/2 ql

2 n12 A1 (, n/2 q2

3 4t 0 A3 -n/2 O1

3a 0 dt 0 n/2

4 q4 0 Al 0 q4

5 qs 0 A5 U qs



The dynamic equations are derived based on LE formulation

r = M(q) ¿i +c(q,q)+ G(9) +t,u,p (6.2)

where r",", is the vector ofthe generalized force at each joint due to the ground reaction

forces. The ground reaction forces a¡e determined as follows

Fi = -k,(qz - b, sin qt - x.) - c,(42 - b, cos q3Q3)

F i = -k ¡ (q t + b, sin qt - x 
") - 

c r (à2 + b ¡ cos q3Q3)

F! = F:;" =c,n(*¿-*!¡+k,oçxn-x!¡

Fl = Fji"o = cn(ia - x!¡ + *r{xt - x!)

where

xn=qr+b,(l-cosq3)

xu = q, -br(1-cos?t)

From Equations (6.5) and (6.6):

t.r _.¿ ,lp! -r,ran-*{¡lxí = xÀ
Crh

rl = rt - lrl -rnau-,1>)
cfh

l*i l> u"

lr{l= o", unal4;i"ol< 4,

I lrll< D,. u"dl4;j'"'l> 4

lr: sgn(i/)

Fl = I F:;'o

14 ,entr,Ìl'"'

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.e)



lri,g"rilt
Fl = 1F;;*

lrj ssn(F;;"'

l*!1, o",

lrll= o", unalr;*l< r;
t lril<o", analr;'nl> r;

(6. l0)

Note that Fj = a"rFj, rf = A"rFi, Fì = p,,F!, and F! = p",F:. p" is the

Coulomb friction coefficient and p" is the static friction coefficient.

Then, the vector of the generalized forces due to the ground reaction forces, r,,"o, is:

" 
*,0 = lF;'o + F:fo, - r! - ri,4,o,of (6.1 1)

where

tt = FiP (42 - b, sinqt) + Fji"P (q, + b t sin qt) + Fi b, cos qt - F] b ¡ cosqt (6.12)

6.3 LuGre Friction Model

The LuGre tire dynamic friction model

describes arbitrary steady-state friction

characteristics, supports hysteresis

behavior due to frictional lag, spring-like

behavior in stiction, and gives a varying

break-away force depending on the rate of Figure 6,5. Friction interface between
two surfaces is thought as a contact

change of the applied force (Canudas de between bristles. For simplicity the
bristles on the lower part are shown as

Wit et al., 1995). The model is inspired being rigid (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995).

by the bristle interpretation of friction (see Figure 6.5) as introduced by Haessig and

Friedland (1991) and is characterized as the average deflection force of elastic springs.



When a tangential force is applied, the bristles will deflect. Ifthe deflection is sufficiently

large, the bristles start to slip (Canudas de Wit and Tsiotras, 1999).

The friction Rorce, FI ,generated from the bending of the bristles is described as:

PI =(ooz+or2+orr)Fn (6,l3)

where oo is the normalized lumped stiffness, o¡ is the normalized lumped damping, o,

is the normalized viscous relative damping, Fn is the normal force, and v is the relative

velocity befween the two surfaces. The average deflection of the bristles is denoted by z

and is modeled by the following relation:

tt. o"lvl

40)

ne) = p 
" 

* 1¡r, - O"¡r-l/'"f

(6.14)

The function r7(v) contains information about the velocity dependence of friction. It is

positive and depends on many factors such as material properties, lubrication, and

temperatue.

(6.15)

In (6.15), p" is the Coulomb friction coefficient, p, is the static friction coefficient, and

v" is the St¡ibeck velocity, which helps to define the velocity dependence of friction. a

is an application-dependent exponent. Canudas de Wit and Tsiotras (1999) suggested

ø = 0.5 for modeling the friction between tire and ground.

Similar to the Kamopp friction model, two virtual links with prismatic joints are added to

the model of Figure 6. I to represent the horizontal and vertical movements, q t and qz, of

the base (see Figure 6.6). Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) coordinate systems applied to the

manipulator are the same as those shown in Figure 6.4 and the manipulator coordinate



par¿ìmeters are listed in Table 6. l. Equation (6.2) is then used to describe the manipulator

dynamics based on LE formulation. The friction forces at the rear and the front wheels,

ff ana f/ , are calculated as follows:

F! = (o orz , + ot,à, + or,i o) F!

rf =(oaz, +ourI +orr*r)ri

The normal forces at the front and the rear wheels, { and

Equations (6.3) and (6.4), respectively. Further,

õ 
",1* 

Al
"A ,, \-f

4,\x,c )

(6.16)

(6.17)

F,' , are calculated using

(6. l8)

Figure 6.6. Schematic diagram of planar mobile
manipulator including the virtual links, base compliance
and LuGre friction forces.
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tl¡(*Ð = p"¡ +(lr,Í - lt"¡)e

Then

I . t0.5
lxBl
l""l

""*o 
=lFl + F!, - Fi - F!,q,o,of

where

4 = F! @z -b, sinq'r) + F/ (qz + bt sinq) + F!b, cosq, - FJb¡ cosq,

6.4 Simulation Studies

(6.1e)

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

(6.23)

Simulations a¡e conducted to evaluate the inclusion of two friction models described in

the previous sections into the simulation model. The benchma¡k test for the simulation is

the same as the one described in Section 4.3. The kinematic pammeters ate ø3 = l.J ¡¡,

at=5.2m, as =1.8m, bt =2.5^, b, =2.5m, and d3 =1.5m (see Figures 6.3 and

6.6). The dynamic parameters are the same as those listed in Table 4.2. The friction

coefficients were chosen as ls¡ = lt¡ = 0.05 and F"¡ = Fc, = 0.03. These füction

eoefücients are the only parameters required for the Kamopp model. The LuGre model,



however, uses other parameters, the values of which are 6% =oo,=40 llm'

6,,=6t=4.9487s]m,61,=ø"-=0.0018s/m,andv"'=v"-=12'5rnlsThesetl '. ¿Í -zr 'r

values wefe used by canudas de wit and Tsiotras (1999) for tire friction models and gave

results that matched reasonably well with their experimental data'

Figures 6,7 to 6.9 show the base movements and the friction forces during the task using

both Kamopp and Lucre models. The trends of the results of the two models are similar;

however, there a¡e some differences in the sliding and rotation motions ofthe base. These

differences were expected due to the marner in which friction is formulated by each

model. Figure 6.10 shows the total friction force originating ftom both the front and the

rear wheels. The total friction force predicted by Kamopp model is less than that

predicted by LuGre model during the sliding motion of the base. The reason is believed

to be partly due to the fact that Karnopp model does not include Stribeck effecto.

Therefore, Kamopp model predicts more sliding motion than that predicted by LuGre

model.

The results of these two models are also compared with those obtained by the simplified

model, which was developed in the previous chapter based on the assumption that the

friction between the base and the ground is high enough to prevent the base from

skidding forward or backward. Figure 6.11 shows the simulation results using different

models. It is seen that the simplified model results in an estimation of the tip-over

rotation, which is less than those obtained using LuGre or Kamopp model'

* 
Süibeck (1902) observed that for low velocities, the friction force decreases continuously with increasing

velocities and increases for higher velocities. This phenomenon is named Stribeck effect (see ArmsÍong-

Helouvry et al, (1994) for details).



Finally, LuGre model and Kamopp model are used to investigate the effect of the

variation of the frictional properties between the base and the ground on the machine tip-

over stability. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show that, for the simulation reported here, reducing

the friction between the base and the ground increases the machine stability. This is valid

up to a certain limit, below which the machine starts to also skid during the tipping over,

causing it to become less stable. This can be seen in Figures 6.12 and 6. 13. With

reference to these figures, at ¡ = 9 s , the machine starts to slide for low friction. This

motion negatively affects the machine stability. However, low friction should not be a

choice to increase the machine stability since it allows the machine to slide, which is

dangerous and should be avoided.

To summarize, LuGre model cha¡acterizes the ground-tire friction, since it is continuous

and captures a variety of behaviors, such as pre-sliding displacement, hysteresis effect,

stick-slip motion, and varying break-away force. The price paid for such a versatile

model is that it is a six-parameter model. Kamopp model, on the other hand, is simpler

than LuGre model as it uses two parameters only. The model, however, is discontinuous

and does not take into account some of the friction phenomena such as Stribeck effect

and varying break-away force. Note that although LuGre model uses more states than

those used by Kamopp model, the virtual flexibility that has been added in the horizontal

direction to allow the calculation of the reactive force at each wheel when using the

Kamopp model increased the model states to a number similar to LuGre model. LuGre

model has been chosen in the subsequent chapter to model the friction force.
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Chapter 7

Stabilify Analysis during Spatial Motions

In this chapter, a complete simulation model of mobile manipulators that are subject to

tip-over is developed. The model includes the dynamics of the base, the flexibiliry

between the base and the ground, and the friction between the tires and the ground. This

model is then applied to the study stability of a caterpillar excavator-based logJoader

machine. The effects of different factors that may play a role in the stability of the

machine are also investigated.

7.1 Development of the Dynamic Model

Figure 2.8 shows a rypical excavator-based log-loader. The machine can be considered as

a three-degree of freedom manipulator mounted on mobile platform with an additional

moveable implement. The base is considered as a rigid body, resting on four wheels. The

combined vehicle suspension and ground-tire compliance is represented by Kelvin-voigt

spring damping system at each wheel (Akpan and Kujath l99g). The damping is viscous,

below the critical value and inva¡iant with respect to changes of the kinematic



configuration. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic diagram of the manipulator's base including

the extemal forces whereas Figure 7.2 shows a top view of the manipulator mounted on

the mobile platform,

To model the general th¡ee-dimensional motion of the base, fìve virhral links a¡e added

between the base and the ground to describe the position and the orientations ofthe base.

Figure 7.3 shows the schematic diagram of the base and the virnral links. The first three

virrual links are with prismatic joints to position a selected point on the base. The other

two virnral links and the base itselfhave revolute joints to describe the orientations of the

base in space. Thus, the machine can be modeled as a fixed base manipulator with (5 + n)

links, where ¡¿ is the total number of the manipulator's links including the base (n : 4 for

the machine under study).

The dynamic equations for the original system plus the virtual links a¡e then derived

ßJt

lrI
<_ _1

Jtv

ç.n

<-F I

FI lz^
ol Y"

//
xô

Figure 7.1, Schematic diagram of the manipulator base including the
extemal forces.



using conventional Lagrange-Euler (LE) formulation for serial link fixed base

manipulators, which is given in any robotics textbook. By setting the kinematic and

dynamic parameters of the virtual links to zero, the final dynamic equations for the

original system are obtained.

The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) coordinate systems pertaining to the machine kinematics

a¡e shown in Figure 7.4.The kinematic parameters are given in Table 7.1. The dynamic

equations æe derived as follows:

r = M(q)q + C(q,q) + G(q) + JrF (7.r)

where q ={qt,qz,...,qs*,}t, q *¿ ti are vectors of the joint variables, velocities and

accelerations, rG)=lrt,î2,..,îj*,Ìr is the generalized force vector applied at joints

i =1,2,..,5+n. Term JrF denotes the effect of the extemal forces F (due to flexibility

and fiiction between the ground and the base) transfened to pointl on the base, which is

Figure 7.2. Top view of mobile manipulator.



the origin of the coordinate frame 6, as shown in Figules 7.3 and 7.4. J is the Jacobian

used to calculate the effect ofthese forces and moments at eachjoint.

The elements of the ((5 + r?) x (5 + n)) inertial acceleration-related symmetric matrix,

M(q) , are derived using the following relations:

u, =r,o"r{n,l 'Ë' r,r,rjlli}
t Lp=nrax(6,-r) J )

(t,- i)

(¡ . .,)

(7.2)

M¡¡ =M,

Note that the first five links ale virtual links. Thus, the elements of theil ineltia matrices

are zeros and thelefole the summation shown in Equation (7.2) and subsequent Equations

(7.4) and (7.5), starts fiom p = rnax(6,7) instead of p =;.

Figure 7.3, 3D presentation of mobile manipulator base with the virtual links.
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Figure 7.4. Denavit-Hartenberg Link coordinates fo¡ general 3D motions.
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Table 7.1 Kinematic parameters.

Linl 0¡ (rad) 4(m) a¡(m) cr¡ (rad) Variables

I n/2 ql 0 nl2 Qt

2 n/2 4z 0 nl2 Qz

3 0 q3 0 0 A1

4 Qq 0 at= 0 4c

5 Qs 0 as=0 -n/2 qs

6a Qt de= 0.23 0 0 A6

6 0 0 aa= 0.2 0

7a (17 0 at = 0.35 n/2 Qt

7 0 ù = 0.12 0 0

8 Qe 0 as = 5.2 0 Qt

9 Qs 0 4e= 1'8 0 qe

The elements of the Coriolis and centriñ.rgal force vector C(q,fl={c,,cr,...,cr*,[ are

dete¡mined as follows:

5+n 5+r,c¡=ZZc¡*|¡Çt Q.3)

where

,,r =r**{t,lo-'f*u.,rororî]^t^t} 0 >¡, i > t)

cikj = cijk

ckji=-ci,k 0.¡, j.t)
(7.4)



The elements of the gravitational force vector G(q) = {Gp G2,..., G5*n }r are:

(7.s)

where g is the gravitational acceleration vector in base coo¡dinate frame, rj is the

position vector of mass center of link i in coordinate frame i. In Equations (7.2), (7.4),

and (7.5), I is the homogeneous transformation matrix fiom coo¡dinate frame i to the

reference coordinate frame. I, is defined as

^,"lf
^,)

where Ii is a 3 x 3 inertial matrix of link i about its mass center in coordinate frame i and

rz¡ is the mass of link i. Á, is a differential opetator and is defined as (Sallam et al. 1998):

c, = -(g';o)a,f 'f
LP=rnáx(6'D

o, =l^,"0r, þP,-' + O- z,¡r]2,-']

^rr,Ç;l)f

, -ll', + *,"¡";'' L *,"!'
(7.6)

(7.7)

where z, is z-axis of coordinate frame l, and p, is the position vector of the origin of

coordinate frame i with respect to the reference coo¡dinate system, ,1, = I for revolute

joints and tr¡ = 0 for prismatic joints. E is the identity matrix. The symbol '^ ' n (7.7)

denotes a skew symmetric matrix with zero diagonal values. For example, given a vector

, = þ.,ur,u"l', û is defined as:

I o -rz
û=l a o

L-;, ,x

url
-í']



The normal forces at each wheel ( FÏ , Fi , Fl , nd F!¡) arc calculated based on the

deflection of the spring damper system. For example, the normal force at the front right

wheel, F],, is calculated as follows:

o, -ôR¡ , ôV¡
t Ír - --::- '1' --i--' o4t d4t

(7.8)

where R is the Rayleigh's dissipation function and Z is the potential energy firnction

due to the spring.

rn =f,rn[þu,Xl"-41 (7.e)

(7.10)o, =I,nl*þ,,j.|"f'

,r=(,,[fi#n,f,tl"*tr[þu,fl,-,"\{#,r} 
"

(7.1r)

where, r| is the position vector of front right edge defined in coordinate frame 6 (see

Figure 7.4). /o is the natural length of the spring. c and É æe the damping and stifhess

coefficients, respectively, and the subscript z means the z component ofthe vector.

The normal forces at other wheels ( S , Fl., and .Çi ) are calculated in a similar man¡er.

LuGre ti¡e friction model is used to calculate the friction forces between the wheels and

the ground. The components of the friction force at the front right wheel, Ff, nd Ffi ,

a¡e defined as:



where øo is the normalized lumped stiffrress, o1 the normalized lumped damping, ø, is

the normalized viscous relative damping, F' is the normal force. The average deflection

of the bristles at the front right wheel iny and x directions a¡e modeled as follows:

rfi =\o"rr, +o,r2¡, *orrorr)r1

rfi =lo.*z¡,+ or^à^ *orrur)r1

. o"^lu¡rl
zÍ,y =vÍ,y qlh) ,r,

. o.*l'nl
zn =l¡r---12¡r*

n,\v Jo )

(7.12)

(7.t3)

(7.14)

(7.1s)

(7.16)

(7.17)

where v is the relative velocity between the wheel and the ground. The ñmction 4(v)

contains information about the velocity dependence of friction. It is positive and depends

on many factors such as material properties, lubrication, and temperature.

l"rlot
4 r(v g) = lt", + 71t,, - lr"r) ,IWl

l:øl
n,O Í) = ttcÍx + (p s itx - tr" r), l'"nl

where p" is the Coulomb friction coeffrcient and p" is the static friction coefficient.

v" is the Stribeck velocity (helps to define the velocity dependence of friction).

The fiiction forces at othei wheels (Flr, Fl,, r/o, rl,, F!r, and rf) are calculated

using the same method.

0.5



The normal and the friction forces at each wheel a¡e transferred as forces and moments to

point,4 (the origin of the coordinate frame 6, as shown in Figures 7 .3 and 7 .4)' Then, the

Jacobian is used to calculate the effect ofthese forces and moments at eachjoint.

Considering.,4 as end-effector, one can calculate the Jacobian J as follows:

', 
= 

[";']

"1, = f ''-' 'tl'' IL z'-t I

for prismatic joints (i:l,2,3)

for revolute joints (i=4,5,Q

(7.18)

(7.r9)

where z¡ is the vector ofthe z axis ofthe coordinate system i defined in the reference

frame. rj'r is the position vector of the pointl defined in the (!1) coordinate system.

7.2 Simulation Studies

Dynamic pararneters of the machine under investigation are listed in Tables 7 .2 and 7.3.

The suspension parameters are kt = kl, = k,, = k,t = 17.5x 105 N/m and

cj,=cI=co=c,t -7.5x104 Ns/m. These values a¡e chosen to provide a natural

frequency of nl 3 Hz and damping ¡¿1is nl 0.4 in the vertical direction. Note that the

nahual frequencies and damping ratios change with the manipulator configuration and

payload. The friction model parameters are chosen as follows:

o o.rr* = oo.flt = aoro = ooro = 40 llm'oo,=oo!r,=6oro=oor,,=40 l/m'

otf" = ot.lt = 6t,o = ctrt, = 4,9487 slm, o¡, = or!1, = or* = ot,ry = 4'9487 slm,

õ. - =a¡ - =a.¡ =a.¡. = 0.0018 s/m, a'¡, =6.t^ =a)-. =o)-,.. =0.0018 s/m.- ¿Jit - ¿flx - 2ùx - ztlÍ 'ttY



These values were used by Canudas de Wit et al. (1999) for tire friction models and gave

results matched reasonably well their experimental data. The static and dynamic friction

coefficients were chosen as follows:

ll"¡o = 11"7, = lt",o = P",¡, -0,5, lJrÍr, = Fs¡, = ll"ro = ll"r¡, =0.9.

The swing is actuated by a hydraulic motor whereas the boom and the stick are actuated

by hydraulic cylinders. The cylinders and the swing motor are powered by means of

pressue and flow through the main valves. The equations governing the hydraulic

actuation system are given in detail in Chapter 2. The following case studies are

conducted to observe the effects of different manipulator motions and combined vehicle

suspension and ground-tire compliance on the machine stability.

'lable 7.2, Mass and center of gravity of each link with respect to its coordinate frame.

mass (kg) x" (m) y"(m) z"(m)

Base 6932 -0.056 0.0 -0.23

Cabin 8031 -1.4 0.0 -0.16

Boom 1830 -2.9 o.2 0

Stick 688 -0.9 0.1 0

Example l: effect of the swing motion

Figure 7.5 shows the rotation of the cabin over the base when handling a 2000 kg load

with different speeds. The cabin rotates a full revolution before it is brought to a stop.

Due to the rotation of the swing, the centrifugal forces produce moments about x6 arrd y6

axes. These moments depend on the angular speed of the swing. Figure 7.6 shows the



effect of different swing motions on the vehicle stability. It is shown that moving the

swing with high speeds significantly decreases the machine stability and can even cause a

complete tip-over.

Table 7.3. Inertia tensor data

I**

(kg -')

Ivv

(kg.t)

lzz

(kg'nt)

Ixy

(kg *t)

ru

(kg'n')

lr"

(kg m2)

Base 3340 6683 9778 0 0 0

Cabin 15700 0 200 0 0 0

Boom r 5400 100 0 1100 0 0

Stick 600 0 0 0 -70 0

Example 2: effect of boom and stick movements

ln this example, we study the effect of the boom and stick movements on the vehicle

stability. The manipulator is to perform a planar pick and place operation. The end-

effector moves from a position close to the base carrying a 5100 kg load. The machine

extends the arm to a possible 'dumping position' far ftom the base (see Figure 7.7). This

move causes the manipulator to tip over and if there is no action taken to rehact the

manipulator, it tums over completely. Figure 7.8 shows the same manipulator movement

with a recovery motion. As soon as the base starts to tip over, the arm rehacts back to its

original position. The machine rolls back to a stable position. This shows that by proper

manipulation of the links of the manipulator, some of tip-over situations can be

recovered,
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Example 3: effect of flexibility betrveen the base and the ground

In this case study, the sensitivity of the machine stability to the variation of the stiffness

and the damping of the flexibility between the base and the ground is investigated.

Consistent with the setup in Example 2, we simulated the same manipulator movement as

shown in Figure 7.8 but with various stiffness and damping coefficients.

Figure 7,9 shows the effect of changing the stiffness while the damping coefficients are

kept constant. It is seen that increasing the stiffness of the contact between the base and

the ground improves the stability. Figure 7.10 shows that increasing the damping, while

the stiffness is kept constant, increases the machine stability. However, it is seen that

changing the system stiffness has greater influence on the machine stability than that of

the system damping.

Example 4: effect of hydraulic compliance

Hydraulic parameters such as the bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid exhibit large

variations during actual operations (Menit 1967 and Yao et al. 1998). Also, different

types of hydraulic fluids have different values ofbulk modulus. Here, we investigate the

effect of the hydraulic compliance variation, due to changes of the effective bulk

modulus, on the stability of mobile manipulators. Figure 7. t I shows that using lower

effective bulk modulus increases the machine stability. However, optimization should be

made to select the optimal value of the bulk modulus since high bulk modulus is

recommended for control purposes ofthese machines (Merrit 1967).
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Example 5: comparison between the effects of simultaneous and sequential motions

of manipulator links on the machine stability

This example illustrates the advantage of applying a coordinated-motion over sequential

motion, in performing the manipulator's tasks. Two different trajectories are adopted to

do the same pick and place operation, similar to that in Example 2 (see Figure 7.8). Using

the first trajectory, the boom and stick move simultaneously, whereas in the second, they

move in consecutive order (see Figure 7.12). During simultaneous movement, the

manipulator links have more time to reach their final rotational positions and therefore

they move slower than in the case of sequential motion. The results shown in Figure 7.12

indicate that the machine is stable during simultaneous motion, whereas it tips over

during sequential motion. This is due to the effect of the inertial forces and moments,

which are larger in the sequential motion case.
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Figure 7.11, Effect of hydraulic compliance on machine stability; /r = 120 x 103 psi .
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Chapter 8

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Mobile manipulators play important ¡oles in unstructued environments. These

manipulators æe, however, susceptible to tip-over instability. This thesis ptesents a step-

by-step development of a complete dynamic model to study and analyze the tip-over

motion and stability of mobile manipulators due to the movement of their arms. The

challenge was to build a simulation model capable of producing detailed information

about the effect of the flexibility between the bæe and the ground, the effect of the

friction between the tires and the ground, and the interaction between the vehicle and the

manipulator including the payload. Towards this goal, the contact between the base and

the ground was considered as a multi-degree of freedom joint, and the novel method of

virtual links was developed to formulate the problem into a fixed base serial-link

manipulator with single degree of freedom at each joint. This process allowed the

derivation of differential equations that describe the dynamics of the entire system to be



conducted in a more systematic and easier man¡er. A Caterpillar excavator'based

hydraulic machine was chosen to demonshate the development presented in this thesis.

This machine incorporates many aspects of typical robotic systems and is similar to many

heavy-duty hydraulic equipment units. Thus, the analysis, development, and results

reported in this thesis can be applied to other simila¡ mobile robotic systems or to heavy-

duty mobile manipulators.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. The method of virtual links (VL) was developed. This method is usefl¡l for modeling

non-fixed base robots or manipulators with multi-degree of freedom joints. It also allows

calculation of the ¡eaction forces/torques at any chosen manipulator joint directly without

solving a system of differential algebraic equations. Two examples were presented to

substantiate the method, The first example was to model a link having a spherical joint.

The second example was to calculate the reaction forces at a chosen manipulator joint.

The application of the VL method to model non-fixed base manipulators was also

demonshated throughout different chapters of this thesis' The novelty of this method is

that using virtual links, all the dynamic models and simplifications made to develop the

equations of motion for manipulators with ñxed bases and single degree of freedom at

each joint, can be applied for manipulators with non'fixed bæes and/or multi-degree of

freedom at some joints.

2. The complete model of the dynamics of general 3D motions of mobile manipulators

was developed. Built upon the method of virtual links, the model takes into account the

detailed dynamics of the base that can rock back and forth during the movement of the

manipulator. This phenomenon, to the best of the author's knowledge, has not been



considered in pervious work. The developed model also takes into account the flexibility

and friction ofthe contact between the base and the ground.

In arriving at this complete model, first, a dynamic model for a planar mobile robot,

which considers both the base and the ground to be rigid, was developed. Both aspects of

the impact, i.e., changes in the generalized states ofthe system and creation of impulsive

forces, were included. Towards a more realistic model, the combined vehicle suspension

and ground-tire compliance was incorporated next. It was shown that the flexibility of the

contact reduces the manipulator's stability. Therefore, the flexibility between the base

and the ground should be considered in the dynamic model to accurately investigate the

stability of mobile manipulators. This model, however, assumed that the friction between

the bæe and the ground at the points ofcontact is enough to prevent the manipulator from

skidding. To remove this assumption, two füction models namely "Kamopp model" and

"LuGre tire friction model" were employed to calculate the friction forces between the

wheels and the ground and predict the skidding phenomenon. It was shown that the

changes ofthe frictional properties between the wheels and the ground affect the machine

stability. Based on the simulation results reported here, the machine tends to be more

stable with less Aiction values up to a certain limit below which, the machine stads to

also skid during the tipping over, causing it to become less stable. Kamopp model was

found to be simple and required only the knowledge of two values: stick and slip friction.

On the other hand, LuGre model is continuous and captures most of the friction

phenomena, such as the hysteric behavior, the variations in the break-away forces, and

the pre-sliding displacements.



Simulation of the Caterpillar excavator-based log-loader indicated that the flexibility of

the contact between the base and the ground reduces the machine stability whereas the

flexibility at the manipulator joints due to the hydraulic cornpliance improves the

stability. The effects of the speed of the swing and the simultaneous or sequential

movements of boom and stick links on the machine stability were also investigated. It

was shown that by proper manipulation of the links, some tip-over situations could be

recovered. To the best of the author's knowledge, these results a¡e not found in the

previous literature.

The results presented in this thesis, which is believed to be a ñuther contribution to the

stability analysis of mobile manipulators, in general, and heavy-duty hydraulic machines

in particular, can be extended in the futu¡e, to work in various æeas. First, the results of

this study will lay the groundwork to design a method for onJine previewing of tip-over

stability levels and identifying imminent upsets. The knowledge acquired from the

simulation studies will be combined with previously developed extended method of

energy stability (Ghasempoor and Sepehri, 1998) and the available sensory information

on new machines, to develop an embedded system capable ofdisplaying the proximity to

instability and, upon sensing the imminent upset, producing preventive measües.

Second, the model developed in this work can be used to evaluate various stability

measures since they æe not accompanied with simulation results of the base movements

to validate them. Finally, the results of this work can be used to generate data for training

an A¡ificial Neu¡al Netwo¡k (ANN) to leam the relationship between the machine's

stâtes and its stability. The idea of using ANN is promising. The practicality of this

approach, however, requires more research,
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Appendix

Derivation of vetocity change due to collision with the ground

when a manipulator comes in contact with the envi¡onment, a geometric constraint is

enforced to the system motion. The resurt will be an impact with a sharp change of the

joint velocities (Zheng and Hemami, 19s5). It is therefo¡e required to compute at each

time the new joint velocities just after each colision. The equations of motion of an n-

link manipulator are given as:

r = M (q) ri + C(q,ri) +c(q) (Al)

suppose that the end-effecto¡ ofone part of the manipurator collides with the ground. The

position of the contact point on this manipulator is denoted by x6 in the base coordinate

system. xò can be expressed in terms ofthe generalized coordinates, q, as

x¿ = f(q) 
@2)

Let the contact point of the environment be x". The colrision occurs when

xó =xr =f(q). ln association with each constraint, a generalized force f acts on the

system equations:

r=fff]'e=,,.< (A3)

where J is the Jacobian and ( is a suitabre column vector oflagrange multipliers.

Then, the equations ofmotion for the constraint system are:

t + Jr( = M 1q¡ ri + C (q, rf + c(q) (A4)

In the case of collision, the constraint is brought about at the moment of impact. The

constraint force is subject to an abrupt change immediately before and afte¡ the collision.



As the time of collision is infinitesimally shof, the constraint force can be modeled as an

impulse at the moment ofcollision. Let the generalized const¡aint force be denoted as

r, =[fr]'e =,,.e

In the case of collision, Equation (44) becomes

t + rá = M (q) 4 + C (q,ti) + G(q) (As)

During the infinitesimally short time interval of collisions, the joint positions of the

system remain unchanged, sincejoint angular velocities are finite whose integrals over an

infinitesimally short time interval a¡e zero. According to this basic assumption, one may

integate both sides of Equation (45) in an infinitesimally short time interval and have

lim [r, dt =üm [wt1q¡qat+1i- [[c1q,q¡+c1q¡-"]at (A6)
** ,i Á¡-+o ; ar-r¡ ;

The second term of the left side vanishes as At -+ 0. Equation (46) thus becomes

Jro at = vr 1q¡[q(r" + at)-,i(,)]

Since the magnitude of an impulse tends towards

Equation (47) converges to finite quantity. We may

to+Lt

Tu = jf¿ dt

to+6t

Then T, =.1' JCat
tô

and call T, the generalized impulsive force. From Equation (47) one may have

q(t" + at)- ri(r,) = tvt-'(q) r,

(47)

infinite as At + 0, the right side of

fudher denote

(A8)

(Ae)



where q(to + Ât) and d(r, ) represents the joint angular velocities immediately before and

after the collision. Thus, the mathematical relation between the instantaneous change of

the joint angular velocities and the generalized impulsive force is established, The

relation between the change of the velocity of the point of contact on the robot and the

change of the generalized angular velocities is:

J[ri(t" + at)- 4(r, )] = *, (¿ + ar)- *, (, ) (410)

Using Equations (48), (49) and (410), we have

to+L¡

^*, 
=JM-'(q).1' J6at

to

Then

to+u

(.1 u'(q).1'f'ai, = fqdt
tô

(A11)

Multiplying both sides of Equation (411) by Jî

t"+N

.l'(.lrvl'(q).1'f'a*, =l' lrot (Atz)
¡

From (48) and (412)

r, = ¡' (¡ rvr" (q)¡')' ¡*,

Equation (49) will be

lq =vr-'(qþ'(.ru-'(q).r'f'n*ó (A13)

Equation (.A13) determines the velocity change due to collision with the ground.


